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Introduction
The Wissahickon Valley has always been a beloved section of Fairmount Park. This
unique part of Philadelphia was celebrated prior to the park acquisition and has remained cherished
by the people of the city since. In the early period of its history as a park, the Wissahickon was left
as a natural wonderland; a ravine to enjoy the splendor of the wilderness within city limits. In the
early twentieth century, the popular conception of parks began to change. It was feh that a park
should display not only the beauty of nature but also provide amenities for human comfort.
Fairmount Park was slow to follow the trend but during the Great Depression, the park utilized the
resources of the work programs and began to transform.
Much of this transformation, in the Wissahickon Valley, was administered under one great,
three phase campaign by the WPA. The Improvements and Developments of the Wissahickon
Valley included the repair and construction of miles of hiking and riding trails, building baseball
fields and a golf course as well as other recreational facilities. The effort towards human comfort
was furthered yet by the plan to add buildings: shelters, guardboxes, comfort stations and
concession stands.
Although the original plan had to be radically reduced due to public uproar, some of the
buildings were built. These WPA buildings were well designed to sensitively blend into the
surrounding environment. Bulk on a scale appropriate for the surroundings, indigenous materials
were used. All of the buildings were placed at sites which already were well established human
gathering areas so that the valley be disrupted as little as possible. The buildings were quickly
accepted by most of the park users.
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For the past fifty-nine years, the buildings have dutifiilly blended with the environs. They
have lost much of their official duties with the disbanding of the Fairmount Park Guards and the
closing of the toilet buildings. The buildings have, however, continued to provide shelter for the
park user and have even become somewhat of a "folly". They evoke the ctiriosity of the passersby
who know little of the history and begin their imaginations flowing. Unfortunately, this unofficial
capacity seems to have been unnoticed by the caregivers of these buildings. The buildings have
received little but remedial treatment in some time and have fallen into disrepair.
In 1996, a private organization began to take an interest in the buildings. The Friends of
the Wissahickon recognized the limited life span of the quickly deteriorating structures, and they
have raised money to renovate them. The Fairmount Park Commission agreed to allow this
generous donation of not only money but also hands-on laborers, provided that the renovation is a
knowledgeable and quality one. Knowing little about the buildings and with the desire to renovate
them appropriately, the Friends of the Wissahickon had to learn the history and assess the current
conditions and appropriate treatments, based on these historical accounts. This thesis attempts to
aid them in their endeavors.
Firstly, the WPA building campaign was chronicled, then an inventory of each structure
was established. This inventory provided a greater understanding of the buildings through many
perspectives. The existing documentation remaining for each building was catalogued, including
the location of each known architectural plan and photograph. The basic site elements were
ascertained: what type of setting the building is in, whether it is near another WPA building, and
the overall condition of the site. An elementary condition survey was then conducted for each of
the buildings to establish the overall condition of different building elements. From this inventory,
a prototypical structure was chosen for an intensive conditions survey. This survey establishes the
Introduction
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deterioration mechanisms plaguing the building and provides the basis for treatment
recommendations. Finally, the last portion of the thesis presents recommendations for emergency
stabilization, general repairs, and maintenance requirements. The buildings are not too far gone,
but if not tended to quickly they will be, and a valuable historical asset of Fairmount Park will be
lost.
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Chapter One: The Wissahickon Valley
Fairmount Park's Wissahickon Valley, located in the northwest comer of Philadelphia, is
comprised of 1400 acres of steep valley walls covered with evergreen trees, edging over seven
miles of the Wissahickon Creek. The valley is such a striking landscape it has been compared to
an Alpine Gorge' and, in 1964, it was recognized by the U. S. government as one of the first
landscapes ever nominated as a National Natural Landmark.^ The Wissahickon, known for its
rural appearance-and serene, quiet areas, presents an anomaly; it is actually located in the midst of
a major city. Along with the beautiful setting, the Wissahickon Valley has a wide range of
attractions. Miles of trails for hiking, biking and riding, popular fishing spots, many picturesque
picnic areas as well as a variety of historical features all have made the valley possibly the most
popular area of Fairmount Park, attracting not only city dwellers but also visitors from outside
Philadelphia.^ In recent years, due to its notable mountain biking terrain, the valley even has
attracted bikers from other states. According to a 1993 survey, the average number of users
annually exceeds the number of visitors to the Philadelphia Museum of Art and is just shy of the
number of visitors to Independence Hall, leaving little doubt of the park's status as one of
Philadelphia's most popular sites."* The valley was acquired by Fairmount Park in 1867,
immediately emerging as one of the park's most beloved attractions. The appeal of the
Wissahickon was, however, widespread long before its acquisition by Fairmount Park.
In pre- Columbian times, the Wissahickon Valley was home to both Iroquois and Lenni
Lenape Indians. The valley with its abundant fishing and farming resources was the source of
many battles between the two tribes and, by the time of the Europeans' arrival in 1609, only a few
Lenni Lenapes were left.^ Unfortunately for these Indians the Europeans also had great fondness
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for the valley. By 1682, William Penn "owned" the valley. The first of the many mills was built
along the creek around 1690.* The last of the Lenni Lenapes left the area by 1740 but the Indians'
presence has not been forgotten for the name, Wissahickon, was created from two Lenni Lenape
words: "Wisaucksickan" meaning "yellow-colored stream" and "Wisamickan" meaning "catfish
creek. "^ Legends commemorate the Wissahickon natives: at Devils Pool the Good Spirit defeated
the Evil Spirit; at Lovers Leap an Indian maiden and her lover leapt to death rather than being kept
apart by her father, and Council Rock, the tallest bluff of the valley was, allegedly, the meeting
place of the Lenapes.* The Lenni Lenape tribe's occupancy has been memorialized in a limestone
statue of an Indian named Tedyuscung watching over the creek fi-om the steep cliffside.'
Although the millers were the most conspicuous group of early European settlers, religious
groups added a bit of color to the Wissahickon Valley history. The fu"st and most legendary of
these groups were among the earliest settlers to the area. In 1694 the Pietists, led by Johannes
Kelpius, moved into the Wissahickon Valley."* The site of their quarters was somewhere on the
western bank of the lower valley (between the Bluestone bridge and the mouth of the Schuylkill
River)." Aside fi-om the religious hermitage, Kelpius is credited with planting the first botanical
garden in the American Colonies and Dr. Christopher Witt, the most famous member of the society
and a doctor at the Pennsylvania Hospital, was remembered for planting the second. '^ Both
gardens were at their Wissahickon site. Kelpius died in 1 708 and the society disbanded. Although
most of the members moved away, a few, such as Dr. Witt, stayed in the Wissahickon Valley.'^ In
the mid- 18th century a group of German Baptists used the shore of the Wissahickon on their
leader's, Johannes Gumre's, property to hold their annual baptisms and eventually to build a log
cabin for meetings. In 1739 this group, known as the Dunkers, left for the Ephrata Cloister
community in Ephrata, PA, leaving Johannes Gumre behind. Gumre sold the property to Joseph
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and John Gorgas in 1746 and joined the group in Ephrata. Joseph Gorgas replaced the cabin with
the three story stone house called "the Monastery" which he is said to have used to house Dunkers
on their way to and from Ephrata.''' Gorgas also began a large mill which was active until the
Fairmount Park Commission took the property in 1867.
Of all the inhabitants of the valley, the millers were the most numerous. The first of the
mills, the Robenson Mill, was built on the Lower Wissahickon by 1 690. The Lower Wissahickon
Valley had direct access to Philadelphia, the closest market town, which made it a logical site for
the establishment of an industrial area. The Upper Wissahickon' s access to Philadelphia was,
however, blocked by a large mass of rock and the mills there had to direct their products through
the village of Germantown. Even with this disadvantage, the Wissahickon was such a bountiful
site that these mills not only survived but prospered. In the Upper Wissahickon, the Rittenhouse
Mill (circa 1690) was the first paper mill in the coimtry and the Livezey mill (circa 1 747) was said
to have been the largest mill in the Colonies." By the end of the 18th century the Wissahickon
Creek served approximately twenty five mills, and by the time of the park acquisition over sixty
mills had been established in the area.'*
October 4, 1777, is probably the most famous date associated with the Wissahickon
Valley, as this is the date of the Battle of Germantown. Although no one is quite sure exactly
where this grueling battle occurred, it was unquestionably somewhere in the hills of the Upper
Wissahickon Valley. Legends grew over the years surrounding this battle. Stories such as Mom
Rinkers Rock: an inconspicuous woman spy who appeared to be innocently knitting upon a rock
while actually sending messages about the Hessians to hidden colonist soldiers. There also is the
tale of the twelve Hessians supposedly killed in the Livezeys garden who are said to haunt the
valley still."
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In 1826, the obstruction between the upper and lower valley was removed, and soon
afterwards a road was built allowing direct access to Philadelphia from within the valley.'*
Although this new road followed the Wissahickon Creek only a short distance to what is now the
Bluestone bridge, it connected the valley entrance directly to Ridge Road and indirectly to
Germantown Road, two well established turnpikes to Philadelphia.'^ With the establishment of the
new road, and the construction of the raihoad bridge, built in 1834, the upper valley began to
flourish with both industry and tourism. This new access was said to have opened "a volume
sealed to approximately 99% of Philadelphians."^"
The scenic gorge had become a popular spot for the exodus from the city. Famous
painters such as James Peale (circa 1820) and Currier and Ives (1872) painted the valley and
famous early visitors included notable architects Benjamin Lafrobe and William Strickland.^'
When Fanny Kemble included the "Ode to the Wissihickon" in her Journals of 1835, she
introduced the valley to a world-wide audience.^ Kemble was, however, not the first author to
write about the Wissahickon. In 1 820, a painting by Joshua Shaw was pubUshed with text by John
Hill about the loveliness of the valley,^ and it is described in the tourist guide of 1833
Philadelphia As It Is}* The most prolific of the Wissahickon writers was George Lippard, a
popular fiction writer of the mid-nineteenth century who often used the Wissahickon as the setting
for his stories.^' Mr. Lippard not only wrote about the Wissahickon but also became part of the
legends of the valley by, supposedly, getting married in secret one night on a Wissahickon bluff^*
The most celebrated of authors to praise the Wissahickon was undoubtedly Edgar Allen Poe who
published "Morning on the Wissahiccon" in The Opal in 1844."
With all this publicity, the popularity of the Wissahickon continued to increase through the
nineteenth century and evolutionary changes began in the valley. A road was constructed between
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1850 and 1855 along the shore of the Wissahickon Creek, connecting the existing length at the
Schuylkill River to the county line (what is presently Bells Mill Road).^* This new road was buih
by a group of local residents who, in 1856, officially incorporated the Wissahickon Turnpike
Authority making this road a recognized turnpike. Tolls were charged for any vehicle under nine
tons, and there were at least four separate toUgates.^'
By 1 840, the fu-st resort (or what we would refer to as an inn) was built to accommodate
the flurry of visitors.^" At the time of the park acquisition at least seven establishments were
thriving on park property.^' They varied from the dining places of the elite, such as the
Wissahickon Hall, to the unsavory such as the Log Cabin. The reputable iims were known for
their meals of catfish and waffles. The disreputable inns used novelty attractions to entice patrons,
one proprietor sculpted famous people out of gnarled branches and another chained trained bears
outside of his establishment.^^ Unfortunately for these inventive owners, Fairmount Park
Commission had a rule against the sale of liquor, ^d when the Wissahickon Valley became part of
the park, all of these establishments, except Valley Green Inn, eventually went out of business.^^
In 1 868, the Wissahickon Valley, once again, began to transform as this is the year that the
newly established Fairmount Park Commission began to acquire properties along the Wissahickon
Creek.^ This acquisition was part of a much greater plan to establish a large park for the people
of Philadelphia, both for their pleasure and to preserve their water. ^'
The Development of Parks and Rustic Architecture
After the Civil War, a large portion of the population of the United States had moved into
cities. The living conditions generally were unsanitary; cities were overcrowded and squalid and
yellow fever, cholera and malaria among other diseases, were common.^* Weahhy city dwellers
often owned country getaways, but the urban poor were left without a connection to the country
Chapter One: The Wissahickon
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except in memories and myth. The difficulty of farm or pioneer life was forgotten and the country
became an idealized place/^ City and State governments were forced to address the unhealthy
living conditions of the cities. They began to buy property for parks in the belief that humans need
fresh air and open spaces for healthy Uves.^* Social reformers felt parks were needed to force the
lower class into living a decent life. George Waring, an associate on the Cenfral Park design,
wrote, "As a rule they will live like pigs, and die like sheep, unless they are compelled to live
decently."^' He explained further that the upper classes must be responsible for the ability of this
class to live decently. Frederick Law Olmstead, the landscape architect and social reformer, felt an
equally strong responsibility towards the less fortunate, describing a park as a place to completely
shut out the pressures of the city, a place were all citizens of the city, no matter what class, could
be as one.*'
Park design of this era was led by Frederick Law Olmstead Sr. Olmstead blended A.J.
Downing' s theories on pleasure grounds with his own genius for landscape design and fully
developed the "picturesque" style for city parks."" In Boston, while designing Boston's Emerald
Necklace, Olmstead collaborated with Henry Hobson Richardson. Richardson was an architect
who was known for, among other things, a masterful ability to incorporate buildings into their
surrounding environment. Although A.J. Downing had advocated a type of rustic architecture, it
was unnatural in its lightness and airiness, and it was somewhat fragile in its use of materials.
Richardson's version of rustic architecture was stylistically heavy and earthy and also materially
durable. Together, Richardson and Oteistead established the precedent of rustic architecture in
public parks. ''^
These picturesque parks were to be natural wonderlands with places to walk, to be viewed
or to view, and places for meditation."*^ Any form of vulgar behavior such as drinking, fighting or
Chapter One: The Wissahickon
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gambling was unacceptable in the parks; this was city behavior and not for the country.'" This
exclusion of "city behavior" separated not only the landscape but also the lifestyle of city dwellers
within the parks. Parks were to achieve the myth of country life; green spaces, woods and water
adding quiet and serenity as well as pleasant social interaction to the middle of the city."*^ The city
park was created to mix the pastoral countryside with the metropolis of employment creating the
perfect environment.
Fairmount Park developed under the auspices of this pictorial theme. The Fairmount Park
Commission started by buying the Lemon Hill and Sedgeley estates along the Schuylkill River in
Enjoying the Wissahickon Circa 1900.
Brandt, Francis B. The Wissahickon Valley: Within the City ofPhiladelphia.
Philadelphia, PA: Com Exchange National Bank, 1927.
1867 and then rapidly expanded. All of the property along the Wissahickon Creek within city
limits was attained by 1 873.'** To eliminate the pollution contaminating the Wissahickon Creek,
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most of the mills were demolished ahnost immediately/^ This eradication of industry created an
artificial state of "natural" beauty and an exceptional escape from the rigors of the city.
The Philadelphia Centennial Exposition of 1876 brought new fame to the Wissahickon. At
least a half dozen guidebooks were published for the Centennial and Philadelphia in 1876, and each
mentions the valley as a natural wonder with exceptional charm.''* In Westcott's Guide Book to
Philadelphia, the Wissahickon is described, "Along the whole course of this romantic stream the
scenery is wild and constantly changing in appearance. The waters leap along, seeking the great
river by devious courses, winding in curves and sometimes changing suddenly their direction as
new obstacles are encountered. Every step along the banks opens vistas of beauty and romantic
impression."^' The valley was even highlighted in competitions at the Centennial Art Exhibition
when a painting of the Wissahickon by William Trost Richards won a Bronze medal.'" With its
recreated natural beauty, the Wissahickon quickly became one of the most charming and cherished
parks in the Fairmount Park system.
The main road within the Wissahickon was now called the Wissahickon Drive, losing its
turnpike status with the park acquisition. After the invention of automobiles, the park commission
announced that the drive was too narrow for automobile traffic and prohibited the use.'' As the
popularity of cars grew, the lower portion of the drive was widened and eventually paved to allow
for automobile use and a growing pressure was felt to widen the Upper Wissahickon Drive. In fear
of the destruction of the Wissahickon Valley concerned citizens formed organizations to preserve
the serenity of the drive. '^ Annual Wissahickon Day parades began in May of 1 92 1 to show
support of the ban of vehicles on the drive. '^ The parade was described in a local newspaper as
organized "to demonstrate the freedom of life and action possible on the Wissahickon."''' This
same article stated that at least 569 horses and 263 vehicles (horse drawn) were involved in the
Chapter One: The Wissahickon
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demonstration. One of the groups organized for this cause was called the Friends of the
Wissahickon (1925). To this day, this group is dedicated to preservation and helps Fairmount
Park maintain the integrity of the Wissahickon Valley.^' With the show of citizen concern the
Fairmount Park Commission has never allowed the widening of Wissahickon Drive, and it was
given the nickname "Forbidden Drive."
The Park Reform Movement
By the turn of the twentieth century, the "back to nature" movement was in full swing and
city parks began to change again.^ The focus of park design, especially in urban areas, became
the need for recreational facilities and human comfort in parks, rather than for naturalistic
countryside. This change reflected the feeling among reformers that in order to experience nature
one must be actively involved in it.'^ Parks were now about recreation rather than contemplation
and relaxation. No longer was passive contemplation of the pleasure ground acceptable; organized
activity, such as sporting events, was the way to be sure the working class would experience
nature.'* Advocates of reform began promoting the building of tennis courts, baseball diamonds,
and golf courses among other sports areas. Even the passive enjojmient of picnicking was
organized as "picnic areas" were created. Shelters, such as picnic shelters, toilet buildings, and
refreshment stands were erected to integrate the comforts nature did not provide.^' The
Playground and Recreation Association of America and the American Institute of Park Executives
completed a study of municipal parks in the United States in 1925 and 1926. The results of this
study were compiled by the director of the study, Lebert Howard Weir, and published in 1928 in a
treatise entitled. Parks: A Manual ofMunicipal and County Parks. This study found many
municipal parks changing over to the recreational goal rather than fostering the picturesque idyll
exclusively.
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Fairmount Park was slow to join the forces of the recreational facilities movement and, as
late as 1934, Mr. Lebert Weir himself criticized the Fairmount Park Commission. Mr. Weir
claimed the commission ran the park in the "old conception of park service and park
development."^ He stated that Fairmount Park needed picnic areas, shelter buildings and
organized sports areas such as hiking trails, golf courses, baseball diamonds and tennis courts.
Although Mr. Weir had been hired by the commission, the recommendations were not made public
and were still not acted upon, until an investigation of the policies of the Fairmount Park
Commission by the city government in 1935.^' It was this report and investigation, together with
the manpower available through federal work relief programs, which provided the impetus for the
development of the park into a modem facility.
Work Relief Programs
In response to the vast unemployment of the Great Depression, the United States
government created the Federal Emergency Relief Administration in 1933.*^ Under this program,
the organization of the Civil Works Administration (CWA), a work relief program, was created
and managed from November 1933 to March 1934. Between March 1934 and May 1935 work
relief depended upon local and state governments, but in 1935, President Roosevelt created the
Emergency Appropriation Act reestablishing federal work relief action. Under this act the Works
Progress Administration (WPA) was established and in 1939 it integrated with the Federal Work
Agency, and the name was changed to Works Projects Administration.*^
The Roosevelt Administration felt that in order to maintain self esteem, the physically-able
unemployed should work for relief money instead of receiving dole relief Rather than handing out
money to the impoverished. President Rooseveh feh, "Liberty requires opportunity to make a
living, a decent living according to the standard of time, a living which gives man not only enough
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to live by, but to live for."^ The WPA was just one of several work relief organizations in the
1930's. By 1943, when employment was high with the World War II war effort and the WPA
closed down, the organization had employed millions in projects ranging from road building,
recreational improvements and airport construction to archival documentation and conservation,
sewing clothing and providing health care for the needy and artists projects.*'
WPA projects were applied for by sponsors, government agencies such as parks, libraries
and city governments. The sponsor would contribute some of the funding and be partially
responsible for the completion of the job.** The WPA relief workers worked close to their homes
and in positions similar to the position they held before unemployment. The goal was to expose the
relief workers to private employers through these jobs; thus leading to a position in private
employment.*' This ideology was quite different than that of the more famous Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC). The CCC employed primarily unskilled laborers who worked on
projects for sponsors such as the state parks. National Parks Service and Forest Service. The men
employed under this program lived far from their homes, in a CCC camp on the properties on
which they were working.** Together the work relief programs of the 1930's changed the
infrastructure of American municipalities, especially in the parks.
Since its establishment in 1916, the National Park Service had on staff an experienced
team of landscape architects.*' These first park engineers had a humbling experience, as their
buildings could only be of secondary importance in these spectacular natural settings. The team
worked hard at achieving the Park Services' goal of "presenting the scenic beauty of the park and
enhance visitors experience while preserving the natural features."™ These men combined the
influences of Olmstead and Richardson, the Adirondack camps and the buildings akeady defming
the National Parks built by private companies, such as the railroads, to create the national Park
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Services policy of rustic architecture. The Park Service established the policy that buildings were
to be built only because of absolute necessity and were to blend into the environment, not to detract
from the natural beauty. National Park Service landscape architects developed this particular
architectural manner into an art form and were the leading authorities on rustic architecture.^'
In fear of the decline of quality in architecture due to the massive expansion of their staff
under work relief programs, the National Park Service wrote guides on rustic architecture. The
first, called Park Structures and Facilities, was edited primarily by Albert Good in 1935, along
with Thomas Vint, the director of the Branch of Plans and Designs (formally called the Landscape
Division) and Herbert Maier, National Park Service architect, and a key influence on the
development of rustic architecture, along with other influential National Park Service personnel.^
The popularity of the book was so great that, in 1938, an expanded three volume version was
published called Park and Recreational Structures^ These books were filled with examples of
rustic buildings from parks around the country. They did not include the "great" examples such as
the Tiraberline Lodge but, instead, had examples of small common structures. All the examples
were collected and redrawn by Dorothy Waugh, daughter of Frank Waugh, a professor of
Landscape Architecture at the Massachusetts Agricultural College and mentor to many of the
National Park Service architects.^'' The work relief architects were to study these example and
learn the principles of rustic architecture which Good defmed as "the use of native materials at the
proper scale, through the avoidance of rigid, straight lines, and over simplification, gives the
feeling of having been executed by a pioneer craftsman with limited hand tools... It achieves
sympathy with natural surroundings and with the past."^' This book was used as a guide for CCC
and WPA structures throughout national, state and local parks.
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The National Park Service promotion of rustic architecture influenced the looks of the
service buildings built by the work relief programs throughout the country. Similar rustic guard
shelters, toilet buildings, picnic shelters and camp grounds are found all over parks in the United
States. These WPA and CCC legacies have become so common that they are what Americans
have come to expect in a park. One does not question the validity of the structures' presence in the
parks because they seem to have always been there. They blend into the environment so well that
they seem almost natural themselves. These structures conjure up images of the past and of
mystery in the shared perceptions and experiences of the American landscape.
' T.A. Daly, The Wissahickon (Philadelphia, PA: Garden Club of Philadelphia, 1922), 9.
^"Letter of Acknowledgment from the Department of Interior to the Fairmount Park Commission"
[March 17, 1964] "General Wissahickon Folder" Fairmount Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia,
PA.
^ Simone and Jaflfe Incorporated "Wissahickon Valley Master Plan" (Philadelphia, PA: Fairmount Park
Commission, 1996) 25.
* Simone and Jaffe Incorporated, p. 35.
' Sarah West, Rediscovering the Wissahickon (Philadelphia, PA: Sarah West, 1993; Printed by Rhoads
Press), 35- 37.
* Douglas MacFarlan and James Magee, "The Wissahickon Mills" Vol. 2. Secured History Collection,
Free Library of Philadelphia, Logan Circle Branch, Philadelphia, PA.
' This is not to say at least some Europeans did not try to rename the site. On a 1689 map by Thomas
Holmes, it is named Whitpane's Creek after the owner Richard Whitpane. Daly, p. 13.
' These legends, as most of the Wissahickon legends, can be found in almost all of the Wissahickon books
such as: Francis B. Brandt, The Wissahickon Valley: Within the City ofPhiladelphia (Philadelphia, PA:
Com Exchange National Bank, 1927); Daly, The Wissahickon; Sidney Earle, "Fairmount Park, The
Parkway, the Wissahickon, Up To 1950" Secured History Collection, Free Library of Philadelphia, Logan
Circle Branch, Philadelphia, PA; or West, Rediscovering the Wissahickon.
' Tedyuscung was actually a questionable character who apparently only received his status by the ability
to speak English. He supposedly fought for the Indians right to keep their land but it is said that neither
the Europeans nor the Indians respected him due to his excessive drinking and selfish attitudes. Daly, pp.
19-20.
'" Some historians claim Kelpius's group referred to itself as "The Society ofthe Woman ofthe
Wilderness" (Daly, West & Weygandt), others as "Chapter of Perfection" (Susan Oyama, "A Walk on the
Wildside: Philadelphia's Wissahickon Creek" Pennsylvania Heritage 19 No. 4 (Fall 1993)), and yet
others as "Tabernacle of Mystic Brotherhood" (Brandt).
'
' The earliest reference to this location I found was a map by John Levering, Plan ofRoxborough with
Property Holders Names (Philadelphia, PA: M. Dripps, 1848), Map Collection, Free Library of
Philadelphia, Logan Circle Branch, Philadelphia, PA.
'^ Daly, p. 18.
"Ibid.
''' Popular belief found in most references including Brandt, p. 94.
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" MacFarlan, Vol. 2. An extensive Historic Structures Report was completed on the Glen Fern site by the
University of Pennsylvania Graduate Program in Historic Preservation, Site Analysis Class under the
direction of John Milner, ALA, in the Spring of 1996.
'* MacFarlan, Vol. 1 & Vol. 2.
" Legends of the Battle ofGermantown can be found in ahnost all ofthe Wissahickon books such as:
Brandt, The Wissahickon Valley: Within the City ofPhiladelphia; Daly, The Wissahickon; Earle,
"Fairmount Park, The Parkway, the Wissahickon, Up To 1950", or West, Rediscovering the Wissahickon.
Daly, pp. 25- 32, gives an elaborate account of the Battle including a complete version of General
Armstrong's report of the battle.
'*Daly,p. 11.
"Charles Elliot, Philadelphia 1843 (Philadelphia, PA: Elliot, 1843), 4.
^"Oyama.p. 29.
^•ibid.
^^ Cornelius Weygandt, The Wissahickon Hills: Memories ofLeisure Hours Out ofDoors in the Old
Countryside (Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1930), 56.
^' Oyama, p. 29.
I' Ibid.
"' Books by George Lippard set in the Wissahickon: Herbert Tracy (Philadelphia, PA: R.G. Berford,
1844), The Rose ofthe Wissahikon or The Fourth ofJuly, 1776 (Philadelphia, PA: G.B. Zieber & Co.
1847), Washington and His Generals or Legends ofthe Revolution (Philadelphia, PA: G.B. Zieber & Co.
1847), Paul Ardenheim: The Monk ofthe pr/sia/?/fa)« (Philadelphia, PA: T.B. Peterson, 1848).
^*Daly,p.37.
"Ibid.
^* John Levering, Plan ofthe Township ofRoxborough with the Property Holders Names, Manayunk
shows no road. However, Enlarged Plan of the Built Portions ofthe City (Philadelphia, PA: R.L. Barnes,
1855) says "new turnpike" at the placement ofthe Wissahickon Drive.
^'"Wissahickon Turnpike Enactment, Act No 361, Session 1850, Approved 1856. Wissahickon Turnpike
Authority and City of Philadelphia" General Wissahickon File, Fairmount Park Commission Archives.
Philadelphia, PA.
^^ Various newspaper articles, undated, without names, Jellet Clippmgs, Wissahickon Box 1 , Germantown
Historical Society, Germantown, PA.
'' Valley Green Inn, Wissahickon Hall, Log Cabin, Indian Rock Hotel, Maple Springs Hotel, and the
Hermitage. Lotus Inn was next to the park property but not acquired until later. Information about these
inns in ahnost all of the Wissahickon books such as: Brandt, The Wissahickon Valley: Within the City of
Philadelphia; Daly, The Wissahickon; Earle, Fairmount Park, The Parkway, the Wissahickon, Up To
1950, or West, Rediscovering the Wissahickon
^^ Various newspaper articles, undated, vsdthout names, Jellet Clippings, Wissahickon Box 1 &
Wissahickon Box 2, Germantown Historical Society, Germantown, PA.
" Some authors claim the park tore down these inns in the same demolition campaign as the mills but
newspaper articles from the early 20th century and maps such as the Atlas ofCity ofPhiladelphia Vol. 12,
21st fFarc? (Philadelphia, PA: G.W. Bromley & Co., 1892), 14 show that many ofthem simply went out of
business and then were torn down or rehabilitated for another use. An unnamed box of early Fairmount
Park Commission letters contains letters from the owners of Lotus Iim wanting to sell the property to the
Fairmount Park Commission, circa 1900, Box, Fairmount Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
One newspaper article explains that with the passing of the Lotus Inn only the High Bridge Inn sells
liquor, undated, without names, Jellet Clippings, Wissahickon Box 1 & Wissahickon Box 2, Germantown
Historical Society, Germantown, PA.
^''"Development of Fairmount Park Commission and Acquisition of Land, Act of Legislature, March 26,
1867 and Supplement of April 14, 1868" Wissahickon Folder, Fairmount Park Commission Archives,
Philadelphia, PA.
"Ibid.
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^* Alan Trachtenberg, The Incorporation ofAmerica (New York: Hill and Wang, A division of Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, 1982), 109 and Galen Cranz, The Politics ofPark Design (Cambridge, MA: The MIT
Press, 1982), 3.
^' Annette Kolodny, The Land Before Her: Fantasy and Experience ofthe American Frontiers, 1630-
1860 (Chapel Hill, NC: The University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1984), 170.
'* Ibid., p. 7.
^'Reprinted in Trachtenberg, p. 128.
'"Ibid.
" Linda F. McClelland, Presenting Nature: The Historic Landscape Design ofthe National Park Service,
1916 to 1942 (Washington DC, Dept. of Interior, National Park Service, 1993), 20- 23.
''Ibid., pp. 24-25.
"^ Trachtenberg, p. 107.
''Cranz, pp. 19-24.
"Ibid., p. 22.
'*
"Development of Fairmount Park Commission and Acquisition of land. Act of Legislature, March 26,
1867 and Supplement of April 14, 1868" Fairmount Park Commission Archives.
" Letter, Megargees Mill File, Fairmount Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
'* Visitors Guide to Centennial Exposition & Philadelphia: May 10 to November 10, 1876 (Philadelphia,
PA: JB Lippincott & Co., 1876), Handbook to the Centennial Grounds (Philadelphia, PA: John Potter &
Co., 1876), Charles Keyser, Fairmount Park & the International Exhibition at Philadelphia,
(Philadelphia, PA: Claxton, Ramsen & Haffelfinger, 1876), Earl Shinn, A Century After: Picturesque
Glimpse ofPhiladelphia and Pennsylvania including Fairmount, the Wissahickon and other Romantic
Localities with the Cities and Landscapes ofStatus (Philadelphia, PA: Allen, Lane, & Scott and J.
Lauderbache, 1875), T. Westcott, The Official Guide to the City ofPhiladelphia (Philadelphia, PA: N.p,
1875).
"Westcott, p. 366.
'"Oyama, p. 30.
" Various newspaper articles, undated, without names, Jellet Clippings, Wissahickon Box 1 &
Wissahickon Box 2, Germantown Historical Society, Germantown, PA.
"Ibid.
"
"Thousands Turnout for a Wissahickon Holiday" Newspaper Unknown, May 19, 1921, Wissahickon
Box 1 , Gemantown Historical Society, Germantown, PA.
"Ibid.
''
"Pamphlet Describing the History of the Friends of the Wissahickon" Friends ofthe Wissahickon Inc.,
Wissahickon Box 1 , Gemantown Historical Society, Germantown, PA.
'* David E. Shi, The Simple Life: Plain Living and High Thinking in American Culture (Oxford University
Press, New York, 1985), 194 -207.
"Cranz, p. 61 -63.
" Ibid.
" L.R Weir, Parks: A Manual ofMunicipal and County Parks (New York, NY: A.S. Barnes and Co.,
1928).
*" Report by L.H. Weir referred to in the "Transcript of Meeting on November, 16, 1935, Fairmount Park
Commission Investigation" City Parks Association Box 6, Urban Archives, Temple University,
Philadelphia, PA. p. 7.
*'lbid.
" Donald S. Howard, The WPA and the Federal ReliefPolicy (New York: Russell Sage Foundation,
1943), 715.
*' This brief chronology of work relief programs was established through three sources: Edward N. Jones,
One Year ofthe WPA in Pennsylvania (Work Progress Administration, 1936); Howard, The WPA and the
Federal ReliefPolicy and ChiefEngineers Report ofFairmount Park (Philadelphia, PA: Fairmount Park
Commission, 193 1- 1943) Although, during some years, this report has had many titles including: Report
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ofthe Commissioners ofFairmount Park, in which the Chief Engineers Report is a large section, it is
always the section being referenced. In these citations it will always be referred to as ChiefEngineers
Report.
^ Jones, unnumbered introductory page.
" Howard, pp. 853- 857 and Jones, pp. 69-1 13.
**Jones, pp. 44-48.
*'lbid.
^'McClelland, pp. 200-226.
^'Ibid.
™ Ibid., p. 5.
"Ibid.
'^ Albert H. Good, Park Structures and Facilities (Washington DC: Dept. of Interior, National Park
Service, 1935).
'' Albert H. Good, Park and Recreation Structures, 3 Vols. (Dept. of Interior, National Park Service,
Washington DC, 1938). This book has been reprinted by Graybooks, Boulder, CO, 1990.
'" McClelland, pp. 255-257.
'^ Albert H. Good, Park and Recreation Structures, p. 4.
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WPA Work Project in Fairmount Park.
Courtesy of the Fairmount Park Commission Archives.
Chapter Two: WPA in the Wissahickon
In the early years Fairmount Park had a healthy budget providing the ability to maintain it
appropriately. The park was never wealthy but the annual Chief Engineers Report was invariably
filled with descriptions of improvements completed by the park staff. The closing of the report
always reminded the reader, "So far, this report has dealt principally with new activities in the
various parks. Our real work, however, is maintenance, which is probably 80 per cent of all the
work and I believe it has been carried out in a efficient and commendable manner."'* The
Wissahickon Valley was supported not only by the park resources but also with the fiinds of the
Friends of the Wissahickon and by individual members of the organization. Some of these
members were very wealthy and influential citizens of Philadelphia, like, Senator George
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Woodward who funded a substantial portion of the Cresheim Valley Project including the donation
of the land."
In 1931, men employed by the Lloyd Committee, a work relief program, began to work
three days a week in the park. About 500 of these men worked in the Wissahickon Valley
chopping firewood, planting, doing general repairs, installing telephone poles for the system
connecting the existing guardboxes and rebuilding the stone guardbox at the Bluestone bridge.
They and the regular park staff maintained the park in the best condition it had ever been in.^*
This bliss came to an end in 1932.
Three years into the Great Depression, Fairmount Park was beginning to feel the influence
of the rampant fiscal decline. The introduction of the Chief Engineer Report for 1932 mentions a
"large reduction in the appropriation for park maintenance."^ The park officials persevered with
the decreased budget, managing to maintain the full time staff and all routine business, except the
Landscape Department maintenance budget which was cut significantly.*" When the park
maintenance budget was cut by over $100,000.00 in 1933, a simple adjustment was no longer
possible. Automatic mowing machines were purchased to cut down on labor, and the naphtha
street lamps were removed or replaced by electric lamps, and the existing electric lamps were kept
at a lower than normal wattage in order to cut costs. The maintenance, according to Chief
Engineer, Alan Corson, was simply not up to previous standards and the park requested the help of
the Civil Works Administration (CWA). The CWA did not begin work in Fairmount Park until
December of 1933 and was short lived, lasting only until April 30, 1934. By the end of the year;
requests had been made for 2,575 men to work on twenty nine separate projects throughout the
park. The Wissahickon Valley alone was to employ 294 men, second only to the park-wide tree
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surgery project employing 690 men. At the height of its employment, 4100 CWA men were
working on thirty nine projects in the park.*'
The financial situation at Fairmount Park became yet bleaker by 1934. Full time park
employees had to be either sacrificed or forced to work part time. The park commission choose the
latter and the staff was allowed to work only twelve days a month. The Local Work Division
(LWD), a city sponsored work relief program, took over the abandoned CWA projects on May 6,
1934 working until July 19, 1935. Combined, the LWD and the CWA started building of Walnut
Lane Golf Course, improving bridle paths, building a new toilet building at Valley Green, and
repairing the stone wall at RittenhouseTown Road. The CWA and LWD began the precedent of
rehabilitation of buildings by work relief programs in the Wissahickon. Existing buildings,
probably mill outbuildings fi-om the nineteenth century, at Megargees Mill site, Thomas Mill Road
and Gorgas Lane were rehabilitated to be used as tool sheds. ^ The work relief programs only
required a small percentage of funding by the sponsor, the Fairmount Park Commission. This
small capital investment made them very attractive to the Fairmount Park Commission as its
budget decreased. Continuing the tradition of financially supporting Wissahickon Valley projects,
the Friends of the Wissahickon took responsibility for some of the Wissahickon work relief projects
by funding the sponsor's contributions, especially the planting campaigns.*^
Much criticism rose about the work relief projects. The practice of not using modem labor
saving techniques such as mechanical equipment came under the most heavy scrutiny. The park
commission explained that because the work relief projects were designed to keep the unemployed
employed, these modem techniques would actually be counterproductive.*^ Together the CWA
and the LWD began many of the projects in Fairmount Park usually credited to the WPA.
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The Works Progress Administration (WPA) began work in August 1935, taking over the
projects previously accepted by the Local Work Division. In the Wissahickon Valley, Friends of
the Wissahickon continued to oversee the projects they funded. The WPA differed from the
previous work programs which were subject to sporadic shutdowns, in that the WPA workers
worked steadily and more than supplemented the park staff. Although their tasks were separate,
the WPA helped the park staff improve, maintain and manage Fairmount Park. Two general
groups categorized the WPA's work in Fairmount Park: the first was general improvement of the
entire park including construction and improvement of the roads, walks, tables and benches,
nursery projects and street tree planting; the second was projects confmed to specific parks such as
the Wissahickon Valley. Three white-collar projects were also created. The projects were
designed to create the maximum amount ofjobs for the least amount of funding. The Fairmount
Park Commission was required to contribute at least ten percent of the cost including all of the
material costs; this they reduced by using materials found within the park.*' The work in 1935 and
1936 continued the creation and unprovements of bridle paths, the construction of the Walnut Lane
Golf Course, brought electricity and plumbing to the Monastery complex, and renovated
Wissahickon Hall and Valley Green Inn. Recreational improvements influenced by the parks
consultant report began to take shape. Three baseball diamonds, two picnic groves, a football field
and a sled/ski run at Blue Bell Hill were among the improvements in 1935. The Friends of the
Wissahickon and the WPA cleared a meadow and built the first picnic shelter in the valley,
dedicated to William Warner Harper in May of 1936.^ The commitment to the Wissahickon by
the park and the WPA was clear, as the total expenditures on individual projects between 1935 and
mid-1937 already reached over $1,000,000.00.^
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The General Improvements to the Wissahickon Valley
Although individual projects in the Wissahickon Valley continued through 1943, such as
the demolition and reconstruction of the Thomas Mill Red Covered Bridge in 1939, during the first
half of 1937, the Park Commissioners began to discuss a comprehensive new proposal for general
improvements to the Wissahickon Valley with the WPA administration.** The project was one of
massive proportions and, at this time, was by far one of the most extensive rehabilitations proposed
for an individual park within the Fairmount Park System, second only to the improvements of the
League Island. ** This proposal seems to coincide with two events: the Fairmount Park
Commission hearing in November 1935 which brought to the forefront suggestions made earlier by
park consultant Lebert Howard Weir, in 1934'" and the condemnation of the public privies in the
Wissahickon (as well as many others throughout Fairmount Park) in June of 1 937." The WPA
project was an ambitious endeavor attempting to make the Wissahickon Valley into a great
recreational facility.'^
The Fairmount Park Commission applied for the "The Improvements and Developments of
the Wissahickon Valley" in early July, 1937. This was only the first of three extensive campaigns
completed in the Wissahickon. The Fairmount Park Commission split their undertaking into three
stages in order to comply with WPA guidelines that the sponsor must guarantee completion of
work.^^ This staged type of project was common practice because it relieved some of the sponsors
financial obligation since they were not obligated to complete the stages which never began.** The
application showed great optimism for the improvements to the area, transforming the "natural"
wilderness area into a recreational prize as well. The proposal was to improve picnic areas, repair
fences, build recreational facilities such as tennis courts and backstops, and to build toilets and
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shelters. The specific description of work on the application requested:
Improvement and Development of the Wissahickon Valley.
Building 1 picnic areas, establishing lawn areas, 1 2 toilets, 1
2
shelters, 4 large shelters, planting 1 168 trees, 10,000 plants,
quarrying, repair 3 dams, 6000 cy masonry, bldg. 200 rest seats
and 80 rustic benches, seeding and installing waterline for golf
course, 14675' cable safety fences, 600 picnic benches,
redressing footwalks and baseball fields, 16000' of bridle paths
with 12 rustic bridges-439 cy stone retaining walls- 6 tennis
courts, 3 baseball backstops, repairing of 9950' offence and
building 10356' of new fence. Exclusive of any other project
specifically approved or applied for.'^
The huge proposal included work for 1003 reliefmen and twenty eight non-reliefmen for ten
months. The massiveness of the endeavor is reflected most vividly in the total cost, estimated to be
$833,869.00 of which only $90,730.00 had to be invested by the park. This first portion of the
Wissahickon Valley improvements approved by the WPA on August 28, 1937*, but, did not get
underway until November and then not without controversy.
In late October, the local newspapers ran articles announcing the Fairmount Park
Commission and WPA plan for the improvements of the Wissahickon. Even prior to the
Fairmount Park Commission Board's November 4 acceptance of the plan for the project, ^ a
major public outcry began. The newspapers attacked the plan with smear campaigns such as
articles titled, "Cool on Hot Dog Stands in the Wissahickon" or "Hot Dog Stand Menace Looms in
the Wissahickon." Many groups supporting the Wissahickon publicly denounced the plan,
including the Friends of the Wissahickon, the Saddlehorse Association and the Philadelphia Trails
Club. Most of the protest was not against the 16000 feet of bridle path or the repair and building
of over 2 1 000 feet of fence but over the proposed twenty eight buildings and ten picnic areas. The
buildings were criticized for not only the quantity but also their use, which was to be for
refi-eshment stands as well as toilets and shelters. Representatives of the groups were outspoken
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about their disgust. Senator Woodward, representative of the Friends of the Wissahickon, was
quoted as saying, "We are very opposed to erecting any kind of sheher in the valley. Such
structures would make the valley lose its naturalistic appearance and give a semblance of an
amusement park. I think the plans are rotten." Judge McDevitt representing Saddlehorse
Association went as far as to describe it as "sacrilegious and disgraceful."'*
In the beginning it seems the Fairmount Park Commission did not understand the fury
behind the citizens concerns. When interviewed for the same newspaper article in which Senator
Woodward and Judge McDevitt expressed their anger, Alan Corson was quoted as saying, "The
refreshment stands will be for the convenience of picnickers who wish to buy ice cream, cake,
candy and soft drinks. If the concessionaires want to sell hot dogs also they will presumably be
permitted to sell them if no serious objection develops." Mr. Corson even went as far as to say,
"The Fairmount Park Commission has not given any thought on the matter," but he did try to
assure citizens with, "[Fairmount Park Commission's] main concern is to preserve the wild beauty
of the valley."'' Senator Woodward decided to take complaint one step fiirther, and on November
9, 1937, he wrote Harry L. Hopkins, chief executive of the WPA 1935-1939. In this letter Senator
Woodward expressed his concerns, admitting that a few comfort stations were necessary but none
of the shelters were appropriate to the area.'"" Unfortunately for the Friends of the Wissahickon,
the director of the WPA had little say about an already approved project and suggested Senator
Woodward seek an agreement with the Fairmount Park Commission. "" The Fairmount Park
Commission began to feel the magnitude of the public's anger, and on November 12 a major step
towards resolving the conflict took place. The Fairmount Park Commission met with the Friends
of the Wissahickon at the Valley Green Inn; together they discussed the proposed buildings in the
Wissahickon Valley and a compromise was reached. The Fairmount Park Commission agreed that
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it was "preposterous" to have hot-dog stands in the Wissahickon and the Friends of the
Wissahickon agreed to allow some buildings. The plan was modified to involve the repair of some
of the existing buildings into toilet buildings and to build new ones if necessary, to erect one
shelter at Livezey Lane and Wissahickon Drive, and at three picnic grounds at the back of the
Wissahickon to provide toilets with running water and, possibly, refreshment stands. The plans for
the improvements were also to be made open to the public. '°^ This meeting seems to have been the
turning point of the confroversy, although some of the public still believed any building in the
Wissahickon Valley was too many.'°^ The landscape improvements segment of the plan seemed to
begin without issue prior to November 17.'**
As a strange twist to the events, apparently some of the members of the Fairmount Park
Commission Executive Committee had no idea about the original refreshment stand plan as late as
November 18, 1937. On this date an Executive Committee meeting was held and discussed were
the over fifty letters of objections to the hot dog stands in the Wissahickon. In the Minutes, the
letters were described as a reaction to the "exaggeration on the part of the newspapers of the plans
to build two or three rustic shelters, and toilets perhaps were possible to provide exfra comfort to
the users."'"' The author of each letter was to receive a return letter explaining the situation and
was to be assured that the Fairmount Park Commission were "in complete sympathy with the
preservation of the unequaled wild, nattiral beauty of the Wissahickon Valley and will endeavor to
so maintain it."'"* At this time Mr. Corson submitted sketches for the proposed buildings and
suggested two sample shelter buildings be erected, one on the Wissahickon Drive and the other at a
picnic area off the drive. This motion was approved. Several more meetings of the Executive
Committee involved discussion of the proposed sketches and placement of the shelters and on
January 19, 1938, the first of the working drawings for the shelters was officially approved.'"^
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Once the initial controversy had subsided the Wissahickon Valley improvements moved on
without any more dramatic public incidents. The campaigns achieved a huge amount of
improvements to the area. Several picnic areas were made more attractive and responsive to
human needs, dams were repaired, hiking and bridle paths were renovated, old fences and walls
repaired and new ones built and over 200 log benches were constructed. Although the Walnut
Lane Golf Course began and often continued to be listed as a separate project, some of the work
was combined with this project such as the buildings. '"* The WPA established at least one new
quarry due to the massive extent of stonework taking place. "'^
The Wissahickon campaigns only ended when the WPA was phased out of the park and
closed down entirely due to increased private sector employment opportunities. From the
beginning of Phase One of the Wissahickon Valley Improvements project until March 31, 1943,
when the Fairmount Park WPA forces disbanded, not a single day went by without working on
these projects. Phase One ran from 1937 to 1939, the second from 1939 to 1941, and the final
phase from 1941 to 1943."° Although each phase of the project included recreational facilities,
trail improvements and some construction of shelters. Phase One, during 1938, saw the largest
push of architectural construction. By the end of 1938, most of the structures in the campaign
were constructed with two buildings renovated and nine new buildings completed.'" Eventually, a
total of thirteen new buildings were added to the valley.
^^ ChiefEngineers Reportfor 1929 (Philadelphia, PA: Fairmount Park Commission, 1929) Fairmount
Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia, PA. Although, during some years, this report has had many
titles including: Report ofthe Commissioners ofFairmount Park, in which the Chief Engineers Report is
a large section, it is always the section being referenced. In these citations it will always be referred to as
ChiefEngineers Report.
'^ ChiefEngineers Report (1932) & (1933) states that the work was done by men paid by George
Woodward and a letter from Senator Woodward, President of Friends of the Wissahickon to Harry L.
Hopkins, Chief Executive WPA, November 9, 1937 which explains his contributions to Fairmount Park.
Senator Woodward to Harry L. Hopkins, 9 November 1937, WPA State Series: Pennsylvania, Parks and
Playgrounds: Construction and Improvements, National Archives, Washington DC.
'' ChiefEngineers Report (193 1).
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'' ChiefEngineers Report (1932), 2.
'"Ibid.
" ChiefEngineers Report (1933).
'^ The plans for the renovations ofThomas Mill Road and the Megargees Mill building are at the
Fairmount Park Archives. Wissahickon Flat Files, Fairmount Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia,
PA. Information on the CWA and LWD work can be found in ChiefEngineers Report (1934), 4-5 and
ChiefEngineers Report (1933), 10.
*' ChiefEngineers Report (1934), 21.
^ Vice President McMichaels responds to criticism. "Minutes from the Meeting ofthe Board July 11,
1928 to July 1, 1937" [9 May 1934] Fairmount Park Commission, Vol. 14, Philadelphia City Archives,
Philadelphia, PA.
*' ChiefEngineers Report (1935), 1- 3, and (1936), 1- 4. The use of materials found in the park is from
general reading of ChiefEngineers Report (1935-1943).
** ChiefEngineers Report (1935), 10- 13, and (1936), 9-11. This list excludes a vast amount of the WPA
work in the Wissahickon. They rebuilt dams, were responsible for extensive repairs of roads, trails,
fences, and walls. A massive planting campaign also occurred, partially with the help of the Friends of
the Wissahickon. Specific information on the planting work can be found in (1935), 40, 48- 50, 52 and
(1936), 32- 33, 43-44, 40 -41.
" ChiefEngineers Report (1939), p. 79-83.
** A letter discusses the afready proposed project. Alan Corson, Chief Engineer of Fairmount Park
Conunission, to John Rankin, WPA Philadelphia Office, 29 June 1937, WPA Project Folders, Official
Project Number 465-23-2-310, hidex 130 T935 & 936, Roll 5377, Reel 3136, National Archives,
Washington OC. The project was submitted for approval to the Committee on Plans and Improvements
and the Executive Committee on June 24. "Minutes of the Executive Committee of Fairmount Park
Commission September, 10, 1936- February 3, 1939" [24 June 1937], Philadelphia City Archives,
Philadelphia, PA.
*' ChiefEngineers Report ( 1 937), 72.
'*'
"Transcript of Meeting on November 16, 1935, of Fairmount Park Commission Investigation" City
Parks Association Box 6, Urban Archives, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA.
" An investigation of all public privies began June 9, 1937. This investigation was run by a specially
appointed committee with members from both the Council for Public Health and the Fairmount Park
Executive Committee. On June 17, Mr. Craven, a member of the Executive Committee and head of the
Committee for Plans and Improvements, suggests that new toilet buildings with sewer lines be buih in the
park. The representative of the Special Committee reported on June 24, 1937, that most of the many of
the privies were found to be unsatisfactory and there was a definite need for the construction ofnew
privies and the destruction of the old. The conclusion was that unless attendants were placed at each of
the new privies unsanitary conditions would prevail. "Minutes from the Meeting of the Board July 11,
1928 to July 1, 1937 Fairmount Park Commission" Vol. 14; "Executive Committee Mmutes ofthe
Fairmoimt Park Commission, September 10, 1937 to February 3, 1939" and "Need for Comfort Station (in
the Wissahickon)" Evening Bulletin, 22 June 1937.
'^ Mr. M.K. Rivinus, interview by author, telephone, 25 November 1996. Mr. Rivinus, former President
of the Friends of the Wissahickon, was told the entire Wissahickon Improvements Campaign was
spearheaded by a Chestnut Hill resident and member of the Friends of the Wissahickon, Mrs. Francis
Ballard. Mrs. Ballard, apparently, hired a private landscape architect to draw up the designs and then
submitted them to the park who in turn submitted them to the WPA. Unfortunately no fiirther
documentation of this has been uncovered. Mr. Rivinus unfortunately did not live in the area until about
10 years after the buildings were built and his only knowledge off" this is word of mouth. Mr. Rivinus is,
however, considered the leading authority in Wissahickon history due to his extensive years of
involvement and quite a credible source.
^^ Alan Corson to John Rankin, 29 June 1937, WPA Project Folders, Official Project Number 465-23-2-
310, Index 130 T935 & 936, Roll 5377, Reel 3136, National Archives, Washington DC.
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''"Official Project Application for Plans and Improvements of the Wissahickon Valley" WPA Project
Folders, Official Project Number 465-23-2-3 10, Index 130 T935 & 936, Jldl 5377, Reel 3 136, National
Archives, Washington DC.
'*Ibid.
'^"Minutes from the Meeting ofthe Board, July 14, 1937 to September 20, 1945, Fairmount Park
Commission" [4 November 1937], Philadelphia City Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
'*"Cool on Hot Dogs for Wissahickon" Evening Bulletin, 1 November 1937.
"Ibid.
'"" Senator Woodward to Harry L. Hopkins, 9 November 1937, WPA State Series: Pennsylvania, Parks
and Playgrounds: Construction and Improvements, National Archives, Washington DC.
"" Harry L. Hopkins to Senator Woodward, 15 November 1937, WPA State Series: Pennsylvania, Parks
and Playgrounds: Construction and Improvements, National Archives, Washington DC.
'"^
"No Hot Dog Stands in the Wissahickon" Evening Bulletin, 12 November 1937, and "The Gift Horse"
Evening Bulletin, 12 November 1937.
'"^ The Saddlehorse Association officially announced their objection to any refreshment stands in the
newspaper in "Park Stand Protested" Evening Bulletin, 16 November 1937 and the Philadelphia Trails
Club notified the park of their objection to any man made structure: fireplaces, benches, refreshment
booths, ect. in the newspaper in "Park Conservation Urged: Trail Club Opposed to Hot Dog Stands in the
Wissahickon" Evening Bulletin, 20 November 1937.
'"" J.M. Nelson, Division of Operations to Harry Halloran, District 5 Director of the Administration WPA,
1 December 1937, WPA Project Folders, Official Project Number 465-23-2-310, hidex 130 T935 & 936,
Roll 5377, Reel 3136, National Archives, Washington DC.
""
"Executive Committee Minutes of the Fairmount Park Commission, September 10, 1937 to February 3,
1939" [18 November 1937] Philadelphia City Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
"^Ibid.
"" The Minutes for the Committee On Plans and Improvements would undoubtedly be a great source of
information but, at this time, the location for these Minutes, for this time period, is unknown. Neither the
Fairmount Park Commission Archives or the City Archives of Philadelphia have record ofthem.
"" ChiefEngineers i?e/7orr (1935-1943). By 1940, the reports have definitely combined the two projects,
this is also the same year the construction of the Walnut Lane shelters are mentioned.
'*" J.M. Nelson, Division of Operations to E.R- Patterson, Assistant Director of District 8, 20 October
1938; WPA Project Folders, Official Project Number 465-23-2-310, hidex 130 T935 & 936, Roll 5377,
Reel 3 1 36, National Archives, Washington DC.
""Ibid.
^^^ ChiefEngineers Report (1938).
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Chapter Three: The Structures
The controversial structures in the Wissahickon Valley began to spring up throughout the
valley in 1938. The first were samples to let the public understand the unobtrusive nature of this
type of architecture. The buildings were all buih in the "rustic building" mode, in agreement with
the National Park Service suggestions for park structures in the publication. Park Structures and
Facilities.
^^^ These buildings were in an old-fashioned manner and quite striking in their
simplicity. They-are easily overlooked because they seem natural and simple. They do not stand
out, and yet they are not so simple as to be objectionable shacks. As the National Park Service
suggests in the guidelines, the building are built of indigenous materials in the same proportion to
the landscape features around them.'" The Wissahickon's buildings have masonry work of
coursed rubble, a similar size as the stones easily found on the side of any trail in the valley. The
logs are no larger nor smaller than the average tree in the valley. The roofs are low pitched gables
shingled with wood which create an emphasis horizontally and consequently generate an
unobtrusive profile.
Even the site selection reinforced the importance of the valley over these structures. They
are all sited to be inconspicuous and to allow the Wissahickon Valley to be the main object of
importance. Although abnost all of the buildings were buih along the Wissahickon Creek, on or
near Forbidden Drive, they were placed at old mill and hotel sites. With the demolition of the
mills, these areas had become natural clearings and picnic grounds, places in which people became
comfortable gathering. The Lincoln Drive SheUer and Kitchens Lane Shelter were both the
location of previous guard houses as well as previous mill buildings. The mention of "all the
Guardboxes along Wissahickon Drive" may indicate that previous guardhouses were at all of the
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Early Guardbox at Kitchens Lane.
Brandt, Francis Burke, The Wissahickon Valley Within the City
ofPhiladelphia, (Philadelphia, PA: Com Exchange National Bank, 1927).
sites."" One source actually referred to these earlier guardhouses as tollhouses, introducing the
possibility that they were originally tollbooths from the Wissahickon Turnpike. ' '^ The
Wissahickon Turnpike Corporation, run by local millers, did have tollgates and possibly
tollhouses. It would be logical for these to be on the corporation members properties. Whether or
not the WPA buildings replaced tollbooths, previous guard shehers or simply utilized a clearing of
a former mill site, re-using already disturbed sites eliminated further destruction of the undisturbed
valley and provided connection with the sites people already had become comfortable using as
gathering places.
A uniform appearance was maintained throughout the WPA building program in the
Wissahickon, and most of the buildings were built from standardized architectural plans. The
repetitive types of buildings such as the large picnic shelters, toilet buildings and the guard shelters,
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all had essentially the same footprint and elevations. The small picnic sheher is the only one of its
type, so it stands alone in design, but due to its singularity, not through exceptional uniqueness in
design."* The only unique plans were for the two trail head shelters. These two mark the entrance
and exit of the traditional Wissahickon Drive. They create a sense of significance at these points,
exemplifying and underlining the allure of the Wissahickon Valley through unassuming
architecture.
Most of the structures seem to be a product ofone man, Curtis Seibert."^ Mr. Seibert
was a professional draftsman but his employer is yet imknown."* Although he is the designer of
the buildings, indicating an architectural background, it was more common to have engineers or
landscape architects design park structures. While some evidence suggests that Curtis Seibert was
employed by the WPA,"' further documentation suggests he was on the park engineering staff, '^°
and still other clues indicate he may have worked for an independent landscape architect.'^'
Whatever his employment, he was responsible for all but one of the drawings still existing. After
the draftsman dated the drawing, each was approved by Fairmount Park Commission officials.
Assistant Chief Engineer Russell Vodges and Chief Engineer Alan Corson. Most of the plans were
marked "Fieldbook" but for an unknown reason.'^
During these three Wissahickon improvement campaigns, more buildings than just the
simple park shelters were built. Walnut Lane Golf Course was finished under these campaigns.
At the time of the golf course Grand Opening on May 17, 1941, a lodge and storage garage were
complete.'^ At RittenhouseTown, a storage bam was demolished and a new building built. This
structure, on Pabst Lane, contained a tool room, stables, a shelter and an office for the foreman.'^
It was one of the first buildings. Its drawing was approved on February 2, 1938, and Fairmount
Park Commission President, McMichael's, reported seeing it during his visit to the Wissahickon m
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July of that year. '^' Two other shelters, reportedly built during this campaign, were described by
Russell Vodges as "rustic shelters integral with the fence" '^* on Forbidden Drive. As part of the
compromise with the Friends of the Wissahickon, the Fairmount Park Commission agreed to erect
these as samples of the buildings to be built in the Wissahickon. One of the buildings was on the
drive across from Livezey's Lane, and the other between RittenhouseTown Street and the
Bluestone Bridge. These too were visited by President McMichael in July of 1938.
The initially unwelcome, controversial structures utilized a mix of masonry and log
construction. The stonework was Wissahickon schist and gneiss walls in a coursed rubble
construction. The stones do vary in size, color and shape dependent on the site at which they were
built. One has to assume this is due to the nearest quarry and relationship between the building
and site.'^^ They were bedded in wide (approximately 1-1 1/2") raked-out mortar joints creating
concave pointing. Many of the buildings are marked with a cornerstone which says "WPA 1938."
Some of the buildings were entirely masonry while others had a masonry base approximately three
feet high with a log construction top. The wood wall receded two inches from the front of the
exterior masonry wall providing relief The log wall was made up of seven squared, 5" x 8" logs,
probably white oak as called for on one of the sets of existing plans'^* and were chinked with
oakum and a white caulking compound on the exterior. The construction was entirely mortise and
tenon using real wooden pegs which projected 3/4" from the wall and the comers were tied by
single dovetail joints. On some of the buildings butt ends of the logs extend two inches from the
comer. This type of log constmction mimics the most common log construction in eastem
Pennsylvania during colonial times. The log walls were secured to the masonry walls with lag
bolts. The areas of the structures which have no wall, such as the shelters, had two or three posts
at each comer which, in conjunction with brackets, supported headers and thus the roof The roofs
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were framed with dimensional 2" x 6" rafters with exposed board ends in the overhangs and
surfaced by 1/2" hand split wood shingles with 8" exposed.'^ All of the shelter areas (roofed but
without walls) had exposed rafters, timber frame supports and flat stone floors.
The interiors of the masonry buildings were plastered with cement plaster on the walls and
ceiling. The floors too were of cement. The masonry and log structures' interior walls were
covered in 6" and 8" tongue and groove, "V" jointed wood panels separated from the exterior walls
by building paper for insulation. The ceilings were beaded wood panels and the floors were
covered in wood planks.
Three general types of openings were used among these buildings. The doors were double
thickness vertical planks with building paper between. The windows were glass with wood
muntins. They were either casements (hinged at the side) or hoppers (hinged at the bottom). The
windows often had shutters made of vertical planks similar to the door. Cast iron hardware
accentuated the old fashioned building style. The final type of fenestration was the horizontal
terra-cotta pipe vents rather than glass windows in the bathrooms. This treatment provided privacy
yet allowing light and air into the room.'^"
The Lincoln Drive Shelter
The first of the shelters encountered when coming to the Wissahickon Valley from the rest
of Fairmount Park, is the Lincoln Drive Shelter, at the comer of Lincoln Drive and Wissahickon
Drive. It is at the entrance of the Upper Wissahickon from the South and is one of the two unique
trailhead buildings. Designed in 1939 and completed in June of 1940, it was one of the last and is
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Lincoln Drive Shelter: "The New Bicycle Concession Building.
With Permission from Urban Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
Originally Published in the Evening Bulletin, June 25, 1940.
Lincoln Drive Shelter Schematic Layout.
Drawn by Author.
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the largest of the structures to be constructed. '^' This seems to be a design the draftsman, Curtis
Seibert, was particularly proud of since the title box not only indicates it was drawn by him but
also designed by him, the only one of the existing plans marked in this manner.
The shelter was built integrally into an existing stone wall and bridge. It is shaped at an
obtuse angle with the southern face fronting the Wissahickon Drive and parking area and the
northern part between the trail from RittenhouseTown (formally RittenhouseTown Street) and
Paper Mill Run, a tributary of the Wissahickon Creek. The structure is made up of four different
areas, each having its own usage.
The northeastern section of the building is made up of the toilet areas, one for men and one
for women. The east wall of this section is integral with the fence from RittenhouseTown and
faces Paper Mil! Run. These two rooms had cement floors and cement plaster walls and ceilings;
even the baseboard was sculpted out of cement. The exterior walls are of rubble masonry. The
windows, as with all the windows of the structure, are operable casements and hoppers. They are
made of glass with wooden muntins and operable wooden shutters. The bathroom stall walls were
made of reinforced concrete walls three inches thick. The women's room was built with an
interesting architectural feature, an exposed stone arch for the support of the chimney above.
The next section, the southeast portion and the comer point of the angle, was the guards'
room. This room, like all the guardboxes, was built to provide the Fairmount Park Guards a base
while on duty in the Upper Wissahickon Valley. '^^ The guard room was constructed of a low
masonry wall and log construction above. The comers of the log walls extend two inches beyond
the wall providing a sense of contour. The interior has a wood floor and tongue and grove vertical
wood siding covering the log and masonry construction of the exterior walls. The north wall of this
room is the south wall of the women's bathroom. The east wall has been buih integrally with the
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existing wall along the Paper Mill Run. Interior features of the guard room include a stone
fu-eplace and a closet on the north wall. The guard shelter is attached to the west by an open area
with a stone floor. This area is used as both a pass through for the trail from RittenhouseTown to
Wissahickon Drive and as a shelter. A small half-round log bench supported by two stones sits
next to the entrance to the guard room. This area shares a roof with the guard room. The farthest
west portion of the sheher is referred to on the plans as the storage room. At the time of the
drawing's approval, it had a stone floor and the walls and ceiling were to be unfinished, to be
finished eventually like the guard room. A stone comer fireplace sits in the southeastern comer.
In November of 1939, Mr. Robert Kildare won the public bid for bicycle concessions at
Harpers Meadow and RittenhouseTown. His bid won over two others, including that of Mr. C.
Richard Dursley who had mn this business for some years. '^^ Mr. Dursley had, in these years,
been granted permission to build storage buildings for his bicycles at the locations, buildings he
dismantled before Mr. Kildare could use them. On February 1, 1940, Mr. Kildare submitted a
plea to the Fairmount Park Commission. He said he did not realize these buildings did not come
with his license and asked if he could erect a building for bicycle storage. During the meeting a
new site for the buildings, across from the guardbox at Wissahickon Drive and Lincob Drive, was
suggested.'^ After about a month the Executive Committee agreed that rather than a new building
on this spot, the storage room in the new shelter at this entrance would make a fine bicycle
concession stand. Mr. Kildare was granted permission to use this space on Febmary 8, 1 940 and
continued to use the space for some years. '^'
The Guardbox/Shelters
The Guardbox/ Shelters are all very similar buildings. They are located at Kitchens Lane,
Allen's Lane and Rex Avenue, each of which were locations of a business in the nineteenth
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Kitchens Lane Shelter.
Original WPA Documentary Photograph, 1938.
Courtesy of Fairmount Park Commission Archives.
Kitchens Lane Shelter Schematic Layout.
Drawn by Author.
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century: the Monastery mill complex, the Livezey Mill (not Glen Fern), the Indian Rock Hotel,
respectively. As previously mentioned, the Kitchens Lane Guardbox and possibly others were the
sites of earlier guardboxes. The spots were and still are centers where people enter the drive, each
being at an abandoned road way, and at areas made into clearings by demolished buildings. They
are natural positions for buildings.
These shelters were among the fu-st buildings constructed. The only known existing plan is
for the Kitchens Lane Shelter, dated May 3, 1938.'^^ It was drawn by Curtis Seibert and is
marked "Fieldbook." During his visit to the Wissahickon Valley to oversee the progress in July of
1938, President McMichaels made note of visiting the Allen's Lane Shelter and the location for the
Kitchens Lane Shelter. In the Chief Engineers Report for 1938, written in the beginning of 1 939,
all three of the structures are noted as completed.'"
These shelters share the same essential plan. The building is entirely under one gable roof
with the gable end perpendicular to the drive. The plan shows a porch to be used as a shelter for
visitors and a guardbox for the comfort of the Fairmount Park guards. The buildings are built of a
mix of rubble stone masonry, and log construction. On the northwest sides of the buildings, the
porches were approximately 1 1 '-6" x 9'-6" with stone floors and heavy timber supports. At least
one half round log bench was located on each the porches. The gable end of the porch was covered
in eight inch wide deckeled edge board siding to mimic the log construction of the guardbox end.
The guardbox was entered from under the porch. It was approximately 9'-6" x 9'-6" and
constructed with a stone masonry base and log construction above, similar to the Lincob Drive
Shelter. On the comers of the guardboxes the logs extended two inches beyond the wall. The
guardboxes had casements windows with operable wooden shutters. The room was equipped with
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a flue for a heating stove. Each of the shelters had this same layout, dimensions, and materials, the
only difference was the way the building was adapted to the site.
Each of the Guardbox/ Shelters were on sites with different topography, and the plan was
adjusted to utilize the terrain. The Kitchens Lane shelter overhung a steep hill. A drop of roughly
seven feet in elevation occurred between the rear wall and the front wall. The building was built
into an existing retaining wall and a continuation of the low guardbox wall wrapped around the
edges of its porch. This wall rose 2'-10" above the porch floor and the timber posts rest on it. The
log bench was tucked into the western end of this wall. The Kitchens Lane Shelter was also the
only shelter with a lower level Because of the seven foot drop in elevation, it was possible to add
a storage room below the guardbox. It had rough masonry walls and a cement floor. The Allen's
Lane shelter was in a shallow clearing with little space between the drive and the creek. The
covered porch had no surrounding stone wall but had an 1 8'-0" x 6'-4" stone patio extending from
the back of the building towards the creek. The grade dropped suddenly after stepping off the
porch, leaving little room. A bench may have existed at the exterior rear wall of the guardbox from
which to admire the creek. '^^ The Rex Avenue Shelter was in a wider clearing than the Allen's
Lane space which was used as a picnic area. It, like the Allen's Lane Shelter, had no wall around
the porch and a patio on the back of the building. Because of the available space, this shelter was
built with a set of steps which create a graceful enfrance to the picnic area. Although each of these
buildings is essentially a duplicate of the others, the differences in site impart a different experience
to each of the buildings.
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Rex Avenue Toilet Building.
Early Photograph, Date Unknown.
Courtesy of the Fairmount Park Archives.
Rex Avenue Toilet Schematic Layout.
Drawn by Author.
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The Toilet Buildings.
Each of the shelters had an accompanying toilet building. No architectural plans remain of
these. They were completed with the shehers by the end of 1 938. '^^ During President
McMichael's tour of the Wissahickon Valley, he mentions visiting the shelters with bathrooms at
Allen's Lane and the location for the one at Kitchens Lane. Because none of these shelters have
attached toilets, he could have been referring to the set of shelters and toilet buildings. This would
indicate that the Allen's Lane toilet building (at Gorgas Lane) was finished m July of 1 938. The
Kitchens Lane and Allen's Lane structures were replacements for older wooden toilets in the same
spots and the Rex Avenue structure was an entirely new building. '''*' Two other toilet buildings
besides these shelter counterparts were buih as well. A new toilet building to accommodate the
Bells Mill Picnic area had begun in 1938 but the water was not connected to the building until
1940.'"' The Chief Engineers Report for 1941 indicates the building was completed by park
forces during that year.'"^ A toilet building at Wahiut Lane Golf Course was begun in 1940, but
once again, the water lines were not laid until 1941.'"^
Each of these toilet structures was built according to the same plan. They were rubble
masonry buildings, approximately 1 1 '-0" x 16'-4". The ventilation, rather than glass windows,
were high openings filled with open ended horizontal terra-cotta pipes. Each building was divided
by a stone center wall separating the Men's and Women's rooms. The interiors were cement
plaster walls and ceiling and cement floors. Several of the features of the toilet buildings reflect the
design guidelines of the National Park Service directly. In Park Structures and Facilities Albert
Good states that the comfort of the users should be enhanced by privacy. The entrances should be
as discreet and separate as possible.'"" The entrances of the Wissahickon buildings were on
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opposite sides of the structure not facing the main trail. The National Park Service also suggests
the buildings themselves should be screened from view by the landscaping and placement. ''*' The
Wissahickon buildings were placed off the main trail and were disguised behind plantings for the
privacy of the users. Besides the features relating to the narrative in the guidelines in Park
Structures and Facilities, one of the chosen examples uses horizontal, half round, terra-cotta
roofmg tiles as ventilation rather than windows.'"* The use of the terra-cotta pipes in the
Wissahickon along with the other design similarities seems to be an indication that the designers of
the Wissahickon buildings had seen and were following National Park Service guidelines.
The Bells Mill Picnic Area.
Bells Mill Picnic area is located on Bells Mill Road across the Wissahickon Creek from
the Wissahickon Drive. The clearing is canopied by tall trees and provides a nice waterfront view
of the creek. The back hiking trails of the east valley lead off from this spot. Besides the
previously mentioned toilet building, the area has the only "simple" picnic shelter built by the
WPA in the Wissahickon during this campaign. This shelter was built of heavy timber
construction with a gable wood shingle roof and a stone floor. Each comer has three supports
which are mortised into the header above. The building is close to the creek in a prominent spot in
the picnic area. Its function was to provide shelter for picnickers. The toilet building is set away
from the picnic shelter and camouflaged by plantings.
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Bells Mill Road Picnic Shelter.
Early Photograph, Date Unknown.
Courtesy of Fairmount Park Commission Archives.
Bells Mill Road Picnic Shelter Schematic Layout.
Drawn by Author.

Bells Mill Road Guardbox.
Early Photograph, Date Unknown.
Courtesy of Fairmount Park Commission Archives.
Bells Mill Road Guardbox Schematic Layout.
Drawn by Author.

The Bells Mill Guardbox.
When the Wissahickon Valley was incorporated as part of Fairmount Park, Bells Mill
Road (then called Paul's Mill Road), was the city boundary. The area beyond was not
incorporated into the park until the turn of the century and has traditionally been thought of as a
separate entity from the Wissahickon and has even been given a separate title, the Andorra Nature
Area. The historic end of "the Wissahickon" and the beginning of Andorra made Bells Mill Road
an obvious spot fgr the other unique trailhead building. It is the smallest of the WPA buildings and
functioned as a guardbox. Unlike the Lincoln Drive trailhead building, this building was
completed in the early phase of construction in 1938.
The building was masonry and log construction. Unlike any of the other WPA structures,
it had a front gable roof with deckeled edge siding in the gable end which overhung the front wall
approximately one foot. The door was centered in the front wall with two windows abutting it.
Double casement windows were centered in each of the side walls. The rear wall was broken up by
a large chimney in the center and thin slits on either side in the log wall apparently for ventilation.
A stone storage box protruded off the back wall. Although the construction techniques were
inherently the same, this building had a different feeling to it than that of the other small
guardboxes. The overhanging gable end and the rear slits evoke images of the Revolutionary War
era.
The Large Picnic Structures.
In the resolution of the controversy surrounding the buildings, the large picnic structures
were to be located only in established picnic areas far off Wissahickon Drive. Two of these
buildings were built, one at Blue Bell Picnic area and one at the Walnut Lane Golf Course close to
the Henry Avenue bridge. These two plans are slightly different but both functioned as picnic
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Blue Bell Picnic Shelter.
Original WPA Documentary Photograph, 1938.
Courtesy of the Fairmount Park Archives.
Blue Bell Picnic Shelter Schematic Layout.
Drawn by Author.

shelters and toilet facilities. The Blue Bell Shelter was one of the first shelters completed in the
Wissahickon. The drawings were approved in February 2, 1938 and in July, President
McMichaels reported visiting it. The Wabiut Lane Shelter, however, was not completed until
1940.
The picnic structures were in a "T" shape plan. The head of the "T" was a large open
shelter for picnickers. The buildings had three wood posts at each comer and two intermediate
supports; all were mortised into the header above. The roofs were gables with the ends
perpendicular to the trail. The floors were made of large flat stones. The rear of the shelters had
masonry walls with stone fireplaces in the center. The rear portion of the buildings were made of
similar masonry and a gable roof perpendicular to the front roof This section contained separate
toilet facilities for men and women. The Blue Bell structure also had a storage room between the
two toilet rooms.
According to the plans, the Blue Bell structure was to have a full basement, taking
advantage of a naturally steep slope of the grade. A porch was to wrap around the outside of the
building on either side with a low masonry wall. A small room projected from the rear of the
building allowing access to the storage room between the two toilet facilities. This extremity had a
gable roof mimicking the larger one for the main rear rooms. It had a lower ridge but the same
pitch and was centered on the ridge above. At the foundation level which was at grade, a door
centered on the back allowed access to the cellar room. During the short time between planning
and construction, the building was either moved to a different location in the Blue Bell Picnic Area
or was reoriented on the site. The grade at the site actually slopes in the opposite direction fi"om
the planned grade. The only evidence of the original appearance of the structure with the changes
is one photograph taken in December of 1938. No basement door was possible as a retaining wall
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was actually necessary to lower the grade sufficiently to allow the first floor rear doors. A stone
walk, one step lower that the shelter, was built around the building mimicking the stone porch. The
supports for the rear enclosure can be seen in a historic photograph. The windows have shutters
and were made of glass. The roof was wood shingles and the gable end siding deckeled edged.
The Walnut Lane Golf Course Picnic Shelter is the only of these existing architectural
plans not drawn by Curtis Seibert. This plan is marked drawn by "T.S.". The drawing style is
slightly less confident and the details seem to be copies of the Blue Bell Shelter details, possibly
indicating that the plans were copied directly from the Blue Bell Shelter plans by another
draftsman. Although the drawings were approved in July of 1 938, the building was not
constructed until 1940.'''^ The site at Wabiut Lane was a comer of the woods, at the southeast
side of the Golf Course just north of the Henry Avenue Bridge. This wooded site was a
picturesque hide-away from the green expanses of the golf course. The shelter was close to half
the size of the Blue Bell Shelter and related to its site better than one of Blue Bell's size. At Blue
Bell, the site was an expansive, open, recreational field, hosting baseball, football, a sled run and
the entrance to several of the back hiking trails. A large facility does not overpower this site as it
would in the wooded picnic retreat at Wahiut Lane. The entrances to the toilet facilities were on
either side of the rear portion of the building on the Walnut Lane Shelter, not the rear like Blue
Bell. Besides the size the most noticeable difference between the two buildings was the stonework.
The Blue Bell Shelter used large, light, random rubble construction with a mix of schist and gneiss.
The stones in the building were by far the largest and lightest used in the campaign. The Walnut
Lane Shelter's walls were of dark gneiss course rubble construction using medium sized stones, a
similar size to the other structures built during the campaign. This one feature made the
appearance of the two shelters very different and could again be possibly attributed to the site. The
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buildings on wooded sites blended into their environment using stones similar to those found
around them. No large out of scale proportions, making the buildings stand out and be noticed,
were used. The Blue Bell Shelter was the only building built in a large open expanse. Here, the
surroundings would mute the medium sized stones making the building seem small and
insignificant. In such an environment the stones had to be large to give the building body and a
feeling of structure. This responsiveness to the site in design was a beautiful interpretation of the
essence of rustic architecture advocated by the National Park Service.
The Rehabilitations
Two of the buildings established during this campaign, toilet structures at Thomas Mill
Road and the Megargee Mill site, were actually renovations of previous buildings. It is very likely
that these two buildings were built originally as mill outbuildings. In 1 927 in The Wissahickon
Valley, Francis Brandt wrote that the old office of the Megargee Mill was being used as a park
guard building,'''* and on the Bromley Map of the City of Philadelphia of 1889, a small stone shed
was located at approximately the same spot as the Thomas Mill structure, probably the same
building.'"^
Schematic drawings, drawn on February 24, 1938, show proposed layouts for the
conversion of the Megargee Mill building.''" According to the Chief Engineers report, the
renovation was completed in 1938. No documentary evidence exists allowing the interpretation of
this building as-built.
The Thomas Mill Structure is a one story, three bay, rubble masonry building. It has a
wood gable roof with wood clapboard sided gable ends. In 1934, the Thomas Mill structure was
converted into a tool shed by the CWA.'" The drawings for this conversion show the original
layout and the addition of new walls, windows, doors and a fu-eplace. A raised walk was built to
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Thomas Mill Toilet Building.
Early Photograph, Undated.
Courtesy of the Fairmount Park Archives.
Thomas Mill Toilet Building Schematic Layout.
Drawn by Author.
u)

enhance the new entrances. "^ Most of these new aherations were utilized by the WPA in the
conversion to a toilet structure and guard shelter. At this time the windows were changed to the
clay pipe fenestration similar to the other toilet buildings, and the interior layout was adjusted to fit
a men's room, women's room and a warming room for the guards. The building was situated in a
grove of trees within a clearing used as a picnic area. The WPA enhanced the area by adding four
stone outdoor fireplaces. '^^ This group of improvements made the area much more oriented
towards human comfort.
The buildings constructed by the WPA in the Wissahickon Valley were all secondary
structures buih simply for human comfort, not architectural magnificence. In order to create
inconspicuous buildings, however, the design had to be well thought out. The buildings add a
pleasant feature to this park; they are small and unassuming but yet provide comfort for the users.
The beauty of the Wissahickon Valley remained of the utmost importance, and each of these
buildings with their old fashioned building techniques and simple elevations bow to the charm of
the valley.
'
'
^ Albert R Good, Park Structures and Facilities (Washington DC : Dept. of Interior, National Park
Service, 1935).
'" Albert H. Good, Park Structures and Facilities, p. 3-4.
"" Francis Burke Brandt, The Wissahickon Valley Within the City ofPhiladelphia (Philadelphia: Com
Exchange National Bank, 1927) Lincoln Drive shelter is on page 123 and the Kitchens Lane shelter on
page 19. The reference to "all the guardboxes" is in the ChiefEngineers Report (193 1), p. 6. Fairmount
Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
'""Wissahickon" Philadelphiana Collection, Print and Picture Room, Free Library of Philadelphia,
Logan Circle Branch, Philadelphia, PA.
"* A similar structure can be found in the lower valley approximately halfway between the Schulykill
River and the entrance to the upper valley. This shelter, however, has slightly different construction
methods than those used by the WPA (such as a hip roof) and there is no written record of it (which all
the other structures have).
'
'^ Curtis Seibert is the full name found on the drawings for the Lincoln Drive Shelter. All but one ofthe
other existing drawings are marked "C.S." and appear to be in the same hand. Architectural Drawings,
Wissahickon Flat File, Fairmount Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
"* Curtis Seibert is listed in the Philadelphia City Directory of 1935 as a draftsman. Polks Philadelphia
City Directory (Philadelphia, PA: R.L. Polk & Co. of Philadelphia, 1935). He was found listed in earlier
editions, 1929 and 1930, as a draftsman working for Horace Trumbauer. Nothing more was found about
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his association with Trumbauer through with further investigation using Roger Moss and Sandra Tatman,
Biographical Dictionary ofPhiladelphia Architects, 1700- 1930 {Boston, MA: G.K. Hall, 1985).
"'a newspaper "letter to the editor" refers to the architects and the engineers of the WPA involvement in
the Wissahickon Valley Improvement campaign. "The Gift Horse" Evening Bulletin 12 November 1937.
'^^
In 1939, for WPA project # 25746: General Fairmount Park Building, the Executive Committee
discusses the need for an architect because no architectural services are available through the WPA.
"Minutes of the Executive Committee of Fairmount Park Commission, February 23, 1939 to March 5,
1942" [5 October 1939] Philadelphia City Archives, Philadelphia, PA. The Executive Committee hired
Erling Pedersen, architect, for $250 each drawing. Mr. Pedersen is said to have worked for the park in
the past. No such correspondence has been found for the Wissahickon projects and no records about
Erling Pedersen was found in other archival sources. With the speed at which the drawings were revised
during the controversy, a park staffmember being the one responsible for the drawings is probable.
'^'
refer to Endnote 92, Chapter 2.
'^^ Original applications for later WPA work in Pennypack Park request outbuildings by standard types,
such as Toilet Building Type A. Perhaps the "fieldbook" notation indicated that these plans were part of
that standardization. "WPA Applications, 1939- 1943" Unmarked box of assorted items, Fairmount Park
Commission Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
^" ChiefEngineer 's Report ( 194 1 ).
'^''Architectural Plan, Wissahickon Flat Files, Fairmount Park Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
'^' Fairmount Park Commission President, McMichaels, describes the buildings he visited while touring
the Wissahickon project. I will mention this annotation repeatedly due to it's ability to date several of the
buildings. "Minutes of the Executive Committee of the Fairmount Park Commission, September 10, 1936
to February 3, 1939" [7 July 1938], Philadelphia City Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
'^* ChiefEngineer's Report {I93i), p. 33.
'^^ This will be discussed further when the large picnic shelters are discussed.
'^'A period architectural text states heavy frame construction on the East Coast is most commonly of
Dense Yellow Pine or White Oak. Charles Merrick Gay and Harry Parker, Materials and Methods of
Architectural Construction (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1932), 42. There is, however, a receipt dated
June 27, 1938, Receipt # 881 : to The Lumber and Millwork Company of Philadelphia for White Pine.
Receipt marked for WPA Project # 14907. This project was so large it is hard to pinpoint what the use of
this White Pine might have been for. "Fairmount Park Commission Appropriations and Expenditures
1922-1951" Philadelphia City Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
'^' General descriptions of the plans stem from architecture drawings and on site investigation.
'^"Ibid.
'^' Architectural drawings and a photograph titled "Bicycle Concession Building" Evening Bulletin, 25
June 1940.
'^^ The guards were a private police force for the park from its start until circa 1970.
'"
"Minutes of the Executive Committee of Fairmount Park Commission, September 10, 1936 to February
3, 1939" and "February 23, 1939 to March 5, 1942" Philadelphia City Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
''""Minutes of the Executive Committee, February 23, 1939 to March 5, 1942" [1 February 1940],
Philadelphia City Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
'""Minutes of the Executive Committee, February 23, 1939 to March 5, 1942" [8 February 1940].
''* Architectural Drawings, Wissahickon Flat File, Fairmoimt Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
^^'' ChiefEngineer's Report (1938), p. 32-34.
''* Lag bolts, similar to the ones at the placement ofthe bench, have been found on this back patio.
^^^ ChiefEngineer's Report (1938), p. 32-34.
'""Ibid.
'"'Ibid.
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^*^ In more than one instance, the ChiefEngineer's Report has claimed to finish the same project during
two different years. ChiefEngineer Report (various years)
'^^Ibid.
"" Good, Park Structures and Facilities, pp. 199- 200.
'*^Ibid.
'**Ibid.,p.210.
"" ChiefEngineer's Report (1940), p. 27.
'**Brandt,p. 39.
^*^ Atlas ofthe City ofPhiladelphia (G.W. Bromley & Co., Philadelphia, 1889).
''° Schematic Architectural Plans, Wissahickon Flat Files, Fairmount Park Commission Archives,
Philadelphia, PA.
'" ChiefEngineers Report (1934), p. 4-5.
''^ Schematic Architectural Plans, Wissahickon Flat Files, Fairmount Park Commission Archives,
Philadelphia, PA.
'" ChiefEngineer 's Report (1938).
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Chapter Four: Sixty Years of Being Unassuming
The Wissahickon Valley project ended in 1943 with the disbanding of the WPA park
forces. Employment in the United States rose dramatically because of the war effort of World War
II. The small buildings in the park which created such a stir only a few years earlier were soon
forgotten. Many of the park guards enlisted leaving many of the shelters without all the eager
inhabitants originally anticipated. The buildings essentially fulfilled their role; they disappeared
into the natural realm of the Wissahickon Valley.
In 1997, fifty nine years after the beginning of construction, the shelters, which have all
but been forgotten, have been given new hope. Private donors, through the Friends of the
Wissahickon, have offered fiinding to renovate the buildings. The first step, as with any repair, is
to understand the current conditions of the buildings thoroughly. A brief conditions inventory was
completed for each of these buildings, and then an intensive condition survey was completed for
one of the buildings.
The inventory forms supplied cursory information on each of the buildings, such as what
condition its roof is in or whether it even has a roof The attempt was made to cover every building
component to ensure an accurate assessment of need. This was made a bit difficult as the interiors
were inaccessible in all but the guardbox/ shelters and the picnic shelters. The site elements and
conditions were included on the inventory to establish the context of these buildings within their
environment, which, in this building campaign was never two separate items. A dimensioned
sketch of the existing plan was also included.
The inventories include a catalogue of the records existing for each building, including
architectural plans or photographs and their locations. This is to provide for easier fiiture research.
When the WPA disbanded all of the records were supposed to be returned to the sponsor. '^ In
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this case some items such as letters to and from the site manager were recorded on microfilm and
kept in the Federal WPA File but everything else was returned to the Fairmount Park
Commission. "' Very little documentation remains for these buildings, some original drawings,
some early photographs and scattered records. Unfortunately much of the early photographic
documentation is undated, leaving the use of this evidence questionable. With the remaining
records and the on-site evidence, because of the repetitive nature of the design, the interpretation of
the undocumented buildings is possible. The inventories and records of documentary sources can
be found in Appendices A & D, respectfully.
As a result of the inventory, it has been established that the buildings range from being in
well-maintained condition to being in ruinous condition or vanished completely. Most of the
structures are still standing but clearly have had no maintenance program for some time. Ahnost
all the buildings have roofs in terrible condition and have problems with graffiti, most have
deteriorating mortar, many have rotting logs caused by the leaking roofs, and some have problems
stemming from siting issues.
The Remnants
After close to sixty years of being ignored, the Wissahickon Valley WPA buildings are
now even more autochthonous than originally intended. They have degenerated and blended into
the surrounding environment and, at best, become curiosities. None of the buildings are used
entirely for their original purpose. At the time of this writing, two of the buildings, the Megargee
Mill Toilet Structure and the Gorgas Lane Toilet Structure are entirely gone. Although, the date of
the loss of these structures has not been pinpointed, no buildings were indicated at these spots on
the detailed topographic map made by the Fairmount Park Commission in 1 98 1 .''* Three
buildings are currently in various states of ruin: the Walnut Lane Golf Course Picnic Shelter, the
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Wabut Lane Golf Course Toilet Building and the Bells Mill Road Toilet Building. The Walnut
Lane Golf Course Picnic Shelter's stone walls still stand. Many of the wooden members can be
found scattered in the woods around the structure. The Walnut Lane Golf Course Toilet Building
also only has walls remaining. Some of the interior fabric of this building remains but has
sustained a huge amount of vandalism. Although the Bells Mill Road Toilet Building is currently
without a roof, the interior structure seems to be fairly sound. The roofless quality of this building
allows an excellent view of the interior floor plan of these toilet structures. Aside from these five
buildings, the remaining structures are in disrepair and abandoned, but not entirely forgotten.
'. !! ^"Tt
-m^mh.
Lincoln Drive Shelter, 1997.
Photograph by Author.
The Lincoln Drive Shelter
The once welcoming Lincoln Drive Shelter sits deteriorating, rather than greeting visitors
at the entrance to the upper Wissahickon. People actively mull around it, pass through and take
refuge from rains under its great entryway but the interior spaces are unavailable. Its shutters are
nailed closed and doors covered in plywood to deter vandals. The roof hosts a variety of conditions
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ranging from some areas which appear to be sound to others which are entirely missing due to
decay. The overall condition of the log walls is good but one can assume some wood decay has
occurred because of the disrepair of the roof and the loss of chinking allowing water penetration.
The stone is stable but the mortar has become weak in some areas and loss has occurred. The
building does seem to have much of its original fabric. The shutters, window frames and wood
members all appear to be from the original construction. This building is in mixed condition,
having a variety of inherent factors weighing on its decay. Its east side receives a great deal of sun
and hence is relatively dry and unsuitable for much biological growth, although the roof does
exhibit some moss attack. The south side is shrouded with heavy tree growth from the hillside to
the north and fronts Papermill Run, creating a naturally damp environment and an excellent
environment for biological growth. One might expect to find a great deal of deterioration on this
elevation, and it is the side with a large area of loss in the roof But the roof unfortimately is
inaccessible without scaffolding and thus had to be assessed from a distance. The rear of the
building (the north and west sides) receives little light and is enclosed by the same shroud of frees.
This side in the naturally wet environment, also, will deteriorate rapidly and shows signs of
biological growth and mortar loss. All in all the building seems to have survived this period of
extreme neglect quite well.
The Guardbox/Shelter
Since the early 1970s, when the Fairmount Park guards were disbanded, the guardbox/
shelters have been used only as shelters. They are still actively used by the visitors to the park in
unofficial capacities such as sfretching after a run, escaping the rain, watching the creek from the
romantic setting, or simply as curiosities. The Fairmount Park guards are unknown to many and
the history of these boxes is a mystery. Visitors often peer in the windows or occasionally will
sneak inside, hypothesizing about this mysterious past. The buildings are beloved little boxes. "^
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Kitchens Lane Shelter, 1997.
Photograph by Author.
Unfortunately the unofficial use of these buildings has never been monitored and the
assumption by its caretakers seems to be that, since they have no official function, they are not
used. The buildings have been very neglected until recently. The Rex Avenue structure was re-
roofed in the fall of 1 996 but is the only one of the three buildings with a decent roof. The Aliens
Lane structure is actually missing much of its roof At Rex Avenue the rafters were replaced along
with the roof Kitchens Lane and Aliens Lane shelters appear to have sound rafters except under
the area of roof loss at Aliens Lane. In this area the rafters are rotted beyond structural capability.
The logs on all the buildings have been subject to some rot and some evidence of insect infestation
has been found. All three of the guard box shelters experience their worst conditions of rot near
the chimney cricket, indicating failure of this system. Some of the buildings even have clearly been
repaired in this area but are rotting again. The cricket also coincides with the area of Allen's Lane
severely deteriorated roof The stone in masonry walls seem to be holding up quite well displaying
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only small amounts of biological growth, but the mortar has deteriorated. The Allen's Lane and
the Rex Avenue Shelters, as previously mentioned, are situated close to the creek. Over the years
floods, including very severe ones in 1938 and 1955, have changed the topography of the sites,
creating serious changes to the buildings' structure. The Allen's Lane shelter is no longer at
ground level at the rear porch but instead has approximately a four foot drop to the grade. This
has left a large masonry wall, which was never built to withstand exposure, open to the weather.
The Rex Avenue shelter has simply been exposed to intensive water infiltration, and this is
apparent by mortar loss. The Allen's Lane Shelter seems to have experienced a blow to the back
porch. The porch is severely cracked, and many of the stones are laying about the site rather than
in place.
The doors, windows and shutters are all missing in these shelters, however, the frames for
both the windows and doors appear to be original. Currently, the Rex Avenue sheher has
polycarbonate coverings over the windows to protect the interior from further weathering.
The interiors of these buildings are in three very different states of disrepair. Kitchens
Lane has somehow managed to retain much of its original material or at least like material. The
Rex Avenue Shelter had some wood paneled walls until Fall of 1 996, when repair crews found
these panels to be too rotted for salvage. The Allen's Lane Shelter has upper wall covering but
much is rotted. No lower covering remains, leaving the exterior wall construction exposed on the
interior. The floors in the latter two buildings are plywood. All of the buildings have been subject
to graffiti on the interior and exterior. This is in the form of spray paint, marker, and carving in
the wood. The buildings have lost original members over the years, not only are the half log
benches gone from the Allen's Lane shelter but on the porch, the shelter is also missing support
posts. The site of the Allen's Lane building is filled with overgrowth.
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Rex Avenue Toilet, 1997.
Photograph by Author.
The Toilet Buildings
As mentioned in the previous chapter, each of these shelters had a toilet building built
nearby. All of the surviving toilet structures have been mothballed. The exact date of their closing
can be pinpointed to an eighteen year span between 1960, when all of the toilet buildings were
working, and 1978 when all were closed.''* Even after possibly thirty six years of abandonment
the buildings have withstood the test of time quite well. The masonry walls show only mild
amounts of biological growth and the mortar has some isolated areas of deterioration. The clay
pipe fenestration has in some instances been broken by vandals but otherwise still stands much as it
must have in the Thirties. The doors have been covered in plywood and nailed shut preventing
interior vandalism, and behind the plywood, damage (insect or rot) can be seen on the door jambs.
The roof of the Rex Avenue building was once replaced with an asphalt shingle roof which is
currently failing. The Kitchens Lane roof remains wood shingling but is also failing. The Rex
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Avenue structure has evidence that people have been using the seclusion of the rear of this building
as a bathroom still. Toilet paper is often discarded behind this building. The site of this building is
filled with overgrowth adding to the deterioration of the building by moisture retention.
Bells Mill Road Picnic Shelter, 1997.
Photograph by Author.
The Bells Mill Picnic Area
The Bells Mill picnic shelter still serves as a shelter, however, there are no table or benches
so picnicking may be difficult. The structure seems sound. It is inundated with mud wasps nests
but has very little rot. The stone floor is missing some of its stones but they are easily found lying
near by. The northwest side is missing two of its structural posts. The roof is covered in moss.
The worst condition this building is subjected to is several natural springs that have diverted
themselves over the years to flow directly into the foundation of the building. This could easily
undermine the integrity of the foundation. The entire site at Bells Mil! picnic grounds has changed
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a great deal over the years, and is now more of an entry to the back trails than a serene picnic area.
The significance of the area has become its proximity to a parking area on the opposite side of the
very busy Bells Mill Road.
Bells Mill Road Guardbox, 1997.
Photograph by Author.
The Bells Mill Guardbox
The Bells Mill Guardbox is actually in excellent condition. It is used as a weather station
monitoring the Bells Mill Bridge for ice. Having an official purpose and a prominent location, on a
busy road at a stop sign, has prompted a renovation of this building within the last ten years, and it
seems to have regular maintenance. This is not to say the building is entirely without problems but
it is certainly the best cared for of the structures. It has a wood shingle roof in excellent condition.
Although some replacements can be seen, the exposed rafter ends show no signs of deterioration
but are plagued with wasps nests. Minor amounts of biological growth can be found on the
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masonry walls but they are in excellent condition and have recently been repointed. The logs in the
main wails do exhibit mildew and white staining presumably from the caulk chinking. Much of the
chinking is missing allowing for water penetration. Most of the logs do not exhibit obvious signs
of this water penetration, such as rot, yet. Unfortunately around the chimney, fungal growth and
flight holes from insect infestation are obvious in the logs. The insect infiltration could be old and
inactive but rot is steadily eating away at the logs. The windows are inaccessible due to closed
shutters but the shutters are in excellent condition. The door, although not original, is also in
excellent condition.
Blue Bell Picnic Shelter, 1997.
Photograph by Author.
The Large Picnic Shelters
As mentioned earlier, the Walnut Lane Picnic Shelter has not lasted the years and remains
only in a ruined state. The Blue Bell Picnic shelter, however, has recently been renovated. During
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the renovation much of the original fabric was replaced and some of the design seems to be altered.
Because the building was not built to the original specifications and the only early evidence is a
photograph, it is difficult to know what design changes occurred as an original change or as a
repair. Under the four front support post areas, stone piers have been added. The windows are in
the original location but are no longer the glass windows that were specified but instead are clay
pipes similar to those in the toilet structures. The original photo is unclear in this area but does
show shutters which no longer exist and seem unlikely to have been built for the clay pipe
fenestration. The tool room entry extension, if ever built, is no longer on the building. Some re-
grading has occurred as the grade at the picnic area is level with the ground and with the walk to
the bathroom area. The doors to the tool room and bathrooms are currently steel doors and are a
recent replacement. The gable ends are currently wood shingles but originally these areas were
deckeled edge siding. The condition of the building is good overall, reflecting its recent renovation.
Its wood shingle roof is in excellent condition. The exposed rafters in the picnic shelter area are
approximately fifty percent replacements. The rafters, as well as most wood members, appear to
be in good condition. One of the collar ties, and one of the headers, however, show signs of
extreme and active insect infiltration. Insects are covert beasts and easily can destroy the
structural integrity of a wood member without detection. One should not assume that ALL the
wooden members are uninfected. The stone work (floor, piers, and walls) is in fine condition with
recent repointing. But the building does have a problem with vandalism, continued even after the
renovations. So far this is only in the form of spray painting.
The Rehabilitations
As mentioned earlier, the Megargee toilet building has been demolished. The only
evidence, after 1938, of this building is its name on maps between 1938 and 1960, and the raised
area at the site on which it stood. The Thomas Mill structure, on the other hand, remains still
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Thomas Mill Structure, 1997.
Photograph by Author.
standing. It is surrounded by heavy brush which not only leaves the building heavily shaded and
retaining moisture but also in some instances, the vegetation is so close that it threatens the
structure itself. The original wooden roof has been replaced with asphalt shingles which have now
deteriorated beyond effectiveness. Rather large holes can be found especially on the north side.
Rafters which can be seen through these holes are rotting. The cornice is in an extreme state of
disrepair, with a great deal of mildew and fungal rot. The cornice behind the north chimney is
completely missing. The masonry walls are in good condition with isolated areas of deteriorating
mortar and biological growth, especially on the east side. The east gable end no longer has siding
on it and is only protected by a plywood repair which has broken and is rotting itself The west
gable end is still sheathed in clapboard and appears to be sound. The doors have been covered in
plywood but the clay pipe fenestration is in good condition.
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Above: Aliens Lane Shelter, 1938. Original WPA Documentary Photograph
Courtesy of Fairmount Park Commission Archives
Below: Aliens Lane Shelter, 1997. Photograph by Author.
The Conditions Survey: Allen 's Lane Guardbox Shelter.
In order to understand the structures" deterioration factors more thoroughly, an in-depth
conditions survey was completed for one of the buildings. The building was selected after a
general understanding of all of the buildings was established through the inventory forms. The
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Allen's Lane Guardbox/ Shelter was chosen for a variety of reasons: this building utilizes all the
construction techniques of the campaign: log, masonry, and heavy timber frame shelter framing. It
is one of the plans of a repeating construction form making it easy to interpret, but the primary
reason for choosing this structure is that it is, by far, in the worst condition of the buildings not
akeady in ruins. This building experiences an array of deterioration problems from uninformed
repair attempts and also the most common difficulties caused by the wet environment as well as
other problems. All of these issues stem from neglect.
The first thing to be addressed at the shelter is the site. This site, originally a wide sloping
clearing, free of vegetation except for several well established sycamore trees, has been allowed to
change, grow, and erode away at a natural pace. The building was built next to a grove of large
frees and a few trees were planted sparsely around. '^^ Presently, the site is overwhehned by
vegetation. The grove of sycamores still towers over the building but their influence is lost in the
midst of the insidious shrubbery growing wildly everywhere. These shrubs not only make it
difficult to appreciate the creek and the building, they are a sfrong factor in the deterioration of the
building. By providing a shady, wet environment the shrubs encourage biological growth on the
building. The river, too, has taught this building the lesson of submission. The grade was
naturally an even slope towards the creek but was re-graded to allow the shelter to be on level
ground. A fairly steep hill was created immediately off the porch in the rear. The river flooded
several times over the years and almost entirely wiped away the grade built for this building,
creating a large drop off the rear porch. Not only is this a hazard to unwary visitors but it has
uncovered a masonry wall never intended to be exposed. The lower walls were not bedded in an
appropriate manner for such fiill time exposure but currently the lower north and west walls are
exposed. The mortar on these uncovered areas appears to have been pushed into place simply to
add cushioning between rocks, big air pockets were left allowing for large amounts of infilfrates to
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enter the wall and. consequently, causing the break down of the construction. Leaves, lichen and
moss have been allowed to build up around the base of the buildings and create a moist
environment stimulating the further breakdown of these weak mortar joints.
The building, itself, shows these same signs of neglect. The roof has deteriorated severely.
In some areas it has missing shingles, or is covered in biological growth and in others the roof is
even entirely missing. An underlayment of tar paper is visible in spots at which the shingles are
missing. This later construction method has created accelerated deterioration of roofing shingles.
Although the tar paper was used with the intent of adding a moisture barrier, it actually keeps the
moisture against the wooden shingles,
encouraging fungal growth and, hence,
adding to decay. At the creekside of the
building, next to the chimney cricket
flashing, a substantial portion of the roof
is gone. Although one can not eliminate
the possibility that this was caused by an
accident such as a tree strike, it is much
more probable that the roof damage is due
to its proximity to the failing chimney
cricket. Even with the flashing, this
pocket is particularly susceptible to debris
build up. The flashing, if properly
working, is only capable of discarding
liquid and a small amount of debris. The
rest, then builds up, becomes moist and, in
Hole in Roof at the Chimney Flashing, 1997.
Photograph by Author.
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turn, is a host to biological growth, including rot. The evidence of this being the cause of the
problem cannot only be found in other building components of this building but also in the
deterioration of similar spots in all the other buildings. Rot is a fungal growth which breaks down
the wood, eventually returning it to the earth. It is able to destroy wood physically and even can
remain hidden until the structural capability of the wood is destroyed. Rot thrives in wet
environments such as the Wissahickon, especially, when enhanced by piled leaves. '*°
The framing members at the Allen's Lane Shelter seem surprisingly healthy. The ridge
rafter was replaced at some point and the replacement is of nominal lumber resulting in its smaller
dimension than the original. In the shelter portion of the building this member appears sound but in
the guardbox, it has been attacked by rot. Although the rafters appear to be in generally good
condition, one must keep in mind that the true extent of deterioration on rafters cannot really be
seen until the roof is removed. Most of the members on the shelter portion of the building are
seemingly the original members or at least replacements in dimensional sizes. These members
appear to be sound, although two exhibit a charring presumably from a fire. This is only surface
damage not deep enough to undermine the member structurally. The rafters in the interior of the
guardbox are ahnost all replacements and most have been severely attacked by rot due to the loss
of roof above. Mud wasps nests are another annoyance found amongst the rafters. The guardbox
is the only area with ceiling joists, and these are all severely deteriorated due to rot. Fresh frass,
indicating active insect infiltration was found below one of these joists. As mentioned earlier in
this chapter, if insects are found in one wooden member all members should then be suspect.
The heavy timber framing on the shelter has been compromised. Originally built, the
building had four 7" x 7" posts mortised into two headers, two posts in the front and two in the
rear. The posts were spaced approximately 1 7" on center from one another with one at the comer
of the shelter. A bracket on a vertical 45 degree angle, connected each comer post and the side
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header, in which the brackets were mortised. The connections were all secured by wooden pegs.
Horizontal brackets were also placed at the level of the headers on a angle, further securing the side
header to the front and rear headers. Currently the three headers are in good condition. Small
areas of fire damage are noticeable but they appear to be free of rot. Strangely these char marks
do not coincide with the rafters which are charred. The front and rear headers are original
members. Empty mortise holes and notches remain were other members have been removed. The
side header and all of the lower framing are replacements. An attempt was made to cut the side
member into shape to fit with the front and rear headers, however, it was not replaced in the same
manner as the original side header. The original headers were tightly fitted with half notch joints
and secured by mortised and tenon. The new system is fitted with a sloppy half notch. No attempt
was made to peg these new cormections, they are simply bolted into place. Only the two comer
post were replaced (one for each side) and were not placed directly in the comer but to the side.
Consequently these posts support only the front and the rear header, not the side header. A vertical
bracket was nailed at a 45 degree angle onto the outside of the posts and the underneath of the side
header. This leaves the nails and bolts securing these two positions as the only stmctural entities
holding the side header in the air. The base of the two posts both act as wicks for moisture from
the floor of the shelter. Evidence of heavy moisture has been seen as 32 inches into the post and
light moisture even as far as 40 inches. The gable end of this side of the building is no longer
deckeled edged siding but instead standard boards. One of these boards is missing a substantial
portion. The barge boards are replacements and are showing signs of biological growth both in the
form of mildew and red stain.
The log structure is in various states of disrepair. This portion of the building exhibits all
the forms of deterioration expected in wood in this region. The logs have been exposed to the
weather, unprotected for almost sixty years. The wood has continued its natural aging process
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allowing for cracking, insect damage and rot. Human interaction with the wood has created white
stains and graffiti.
The logs used for the construction of these buildings were sawn with the pith in the center
of the member. This type of cut lowered the dimensional changes and unnecessary distortion in the
lumber.'*' The cracks exhibited throughout the building are natural to the aging process of
lumber. Almost all the cracks are of the type called radial checks, which can be traced along the
rays back to the pith.'*^ These are simply caused by the natural drying of the wood and are
exaggerated when the wood undergoes a continual wet/dry process.
Small holes, approximately 2 millimeters wide, can be found scattered throughout the log
structure. These are flight holes ofwood damaging insects.'*^ Due to the gray "old" appearance
rather than light fresh wood, the holes seem to be inactive. '*^ This, however, does not mean they
should not be a concern. As mentioned earlier, the ceiling joists do exhibit fresh evidence of insect
infiltration, so there is a possibility the logs have a current problem as well. Also, even if no insect
life currently exists in the logs, the structure of the logs may have been compromised by past
activity. Much larger holes can be found at the barge board on the east side of the building. These
are vestiges of the insect infestation having come to the surface. Although this is not a good sign, it
could conceivable be isolated to the barge boards.
Fungal growth is by far the worst condition on the structure. It is found most prevalently
at the comer where the roof has failed near the chimney. The rot has escalated to such an extreme
here that entire portions of the logs are simply gone. In the areas in which a log form still remains,
the logs are infested with fungal growth. They are visibly darker, are wet and soft to the touch, an
awl can penetrate them without issue. This portion is essentially the entire southwest side comer
and behind the chimney. The three top logs of the south side gable end are also in this extreme
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state of degeneration due to exposure.
Small patches of rot can be found in
isolated areas elsewhere about the
building, generally visible at a log joint.
White staining is visible at the log
joints. Becauseof the stains regular
proximity to the joints, the stain can be
assumed to be from the joints. It is
perhaps the leaching of the deteriorated
chinking or possibly the chinking was
painted and this is chalking. This problem
is evident throughout the building but
especially on the area protected by the
shelter roof..
Aside from rot, the second most
prevalent problem on the log construction
Rotting Southeast Comer.
Photograph by Author.
of this building is graffiti. This, of course, is a purely man made deterioration mechanism but it
occurs over the entire building. It can be found in three forms: permanent marking pens, spray
paint and carving. The problems associated with graffiti are only aesthetic not structural. Even
aesthetic qualities have long term effects, however, the presence of graffiti creates the image of
neglect and seems to encourage further defacing. Quickly the building is associated with a negative
image, one of dilapidation and dereliction. This image effects the treatment of the building by both
users and maintenance; essentially vandalism breeds more vandalism and eventually complete
neglect.
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The stone in the masonry wall appears to be strong and uncompromised. The worst
degradation on this component of the building is dirt and patches of mildew and Uchen on the
stones. These are currently only aesthetic problems. The stone is a combination of Wissahickon
schist and gneiss, with a low mica content. When these stones are low in mica, they tend to be
strong building stones. The mortar, however, has deteriorated over the years. It has become weak
at many of the intersections between the vertical and horizontal joints. At these points the mortar
can be broken down in one's fingers. It has become weak enough that insects have bored holes in
the joints to build nests. This is a natural process of the lime mortar breaking down over many
years of wet/ dry action. Lime is water soluble and mortars with lime do need periodic repointing.
The stone floor of the structure is generally sound except for various spots at which stones
have dislodged and fallen away from the platform. The rear porch of the building has apparently
been hit by a tree at some point. This can be deciphered by the extensive damage to the rear porch
and a tree trunk on its side facing the building right next to the porch. The porch is severely
cracked throughout, has large portions of previous repair attempts and is missing many stones.
The stones can be found scattered about the rear of the building in the shrubbery. This porch is
further damaged by the undermining of the grade by past floods, as previously mentioned.
Pairs of metal lag bolts remain in three places on the shelter and porch. At two of the
locations a bench can be seen in the historic photograph of the building. The other two guardbox/
shelters still have benches at one of these spots. The other location, under the shelter roof next to
the door, may also be the location of the placement of an original bench.
The interior fabric of the building is not in good condition. The ceiling is entirely missing,
leaving only the deteriorating joists overhead. The wood paneling remains on the upper portion of
the wall but much of this is experiencing rot. Two widths of panels at the north edge of the east
window are missing and the surrounding planks are rotting severely. The panels covering the logs
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at the fireplace also show signs of severe deterioration. The quantity of graffiti on this interior
upper paneling is extensive. It is, like the exterior, in three forms: permanent marker pens, spray
paint and carving. The lower paneling is entirely missing. Much of the upper nailer and some of
the lower nailer for this paneling remains.
The original windows, shutters and doors are gone. The remaining framing for these does
appear to be original. Many of the characteristic features of these windows do still exist. The
wooden pegs and the shutter hooks remain in most of the frames. Ghosts of the original hinges and
latches are easily spotted.
Because of the nature of the Wissahickon Valley environment, buildings left unattended
will deteriorate quickly. The valley is in many places a steep ravine with heavy vegetation. The
air is often moist, and direct sunlight is rare. It is a beautifiil escape for city dwellers used to stark
paved surroundings but for buildings made of indigenous materials, it is the recipe for degradation.
These buildings are built of the materials natural to this forest, in the natural life cycle these
materials are supposed to waste away and revert back to the land. This, however, is not the ideal
for the built environment. In order to prevent this natural cycle, emergency stabilization and repair
techniques as well as a maintenance plan must be established.
"'* This was found through speaking with the archivist in charge ofthe WPA files at the National
Archives, Washington DC.
"' Review of the WPA files relating to the Wissahickon project. WPA State Series: Pennsylvania; Parks
and Playgrounds: Construction and Improvements; WPA State Series: Pennsylvania; Shelters,
Workshops, Camps & Facifities; & WPA Project Folders, Official Project Number 465-23-2-3 10, Index
130 T935 & 936, Roll 5377, Reel 3136, National Archives, Washington DC.
"* Topographic Map ofthe Wissahickon Valley (Philadelphia, PA: Fairmount Park Commission;
Pennsauken, NJ: Aerial Data Reduction Associates, 1981). Fairmount Park Commission Archives or Map
Collection, Free Library of Philadelphia, Logan Branch, Philadelphia, PA.
''' These observations were made by the author while working on this thesis. A day never passed that
someone would use these buildings for some type of shelter or as a curiosity. When the visitors realized I
was there working, they would often stop me and ask about the history ofthe buildings.
''* Roads and Bridle Paths, Wissahickon Valley in Fairmount Park , Philadelphia, PA (Philadelphia, PA:
Friends of the Wissahickon, 1960 and 1978).
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'"The observations noted about the WPA site work are from a documentary photograph marked "12-19-
38 WPA Project 14907 Allen's Lane Shelter- Wissahickon Valley District* 5" WPA Wissahickon Valley
Photo File, Fairmount Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
'*° Descriptions of rot are easily found in wood conservation books such as John and Nicola Ashurst,
Practical Building Conservation: Wood, Glass, and Resin vol. 5 (England: Gower Technical Press, 1988)
or Martin Weaver, Conserving Buildings: Guide to Techniques and Materials (New York: John Wiley &
Sons, hic, 1993).
'*' Bruce Hoadley, Understanding Wood: The Craftsman Guide to Wood Technology (Newtown, CT:
Taunton Press, 1980), 80- 85.
'"Ibid.
'*' Bernard M. Feilden, Conservation ofHistoric Buildings (London: Butterworth Scientific, 1982), 148.
'*^Ibid.
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Chapter Five: Stabilization, Treatment and Maintenance
The Wissahickon Valley structures have survived years of abuse in the form of vandalism
and neglect. Most of the buildings show signs of the abandonment but have not deteriorated
beyond reasonable repair. This chapter will provide suggestions for emergency stabilization to
slow the rapid decline of the buildings before they deteriorate beyond repair, general repair
recommendations to treat the damage which is not immediately life threatening, and then provide
maintenance suggestions to stop the rapid degradation cycle from beginning again. The
recommendations will be related directly to the Allen's Lane shelter but they easily can be
extrapolated for use at any of the other buildings. The philosophy of repair has these buildings'
original intent in mind. These were never to be "great" buildings. They were simply outbuildings
to add to human comfort without interfering with the beauty of the park. They were, however,
built with a well thought out design intent and constructed with strong materials and good
craftsmanship. When formulating these recommendations it was not the materials which were
thought of as sacred but rather the concept of original intent, the original concept was retained...the
feeling that the WPA intended these buildings to evoke. This is the feeling that the buildings are
natural to the site, that they have ahnost grown from the ground. Rather than using state-of-the-art
conservation techniques which help retain sacred original material, the techniques here suggested
are conventional and affordable. Original fabric will be lost but the original design intent will be
retained by sensitive replacement materials.'*^ These recommendations have been created to suit
the needs of a realistic, pragmatic, long term maintenance plan. As stated above, these
recommendations apply directly to the Aliens Lane Shelter but can easily be adapted for any of the
buildings.
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Emergency Stabilization: 6 to 12 Months
Roof Repair
By far the most important aspect of emergency stabilization is the repair of the roof The
roof is in severe disrepair, even missing a large portion entirely. Without this intervention and
repair water will continue to enter the buildings and will destroy the infrastructure. Due to the
nature of roof construction, the framing members such as rafters and ceiling joists must be attended
to at this time. To avoid difficult and expensive jacking of the roof later, the log walls, and heavy
timber framing should be repaired during this phase as well.
The dominant deterioration mechanism within this phase of repair is rot. As mentioned in
the previous chapter, rot is fungal growth which breaks down wood and if left unattended can
virtually disintegrate it. Rot must be addressed not only in all areas it is noticeable but also those
adjacent, as its path is not always visible to the naked eye.'^^ The repair of rot will be a
destructive task, wooden members that have lost structural integrity must be removed and replaced.
The conventional method is to remove just beyond the last visible sign of rot. '^ This extra
removal assures the elimmation of any hidden ftingal spores. Due to the small span of the rafters
and joists in this building, only a minute portion would remain after this removal and complete
replacement of these members is required. The longer, unaffected wooden members, such as logs,
however, should be spliced with new replacement members. The new lumber must be treated with
a preventative system to inhibit future rot infestation. This system must be aesthetically
unnoticeable. Such a system, the use of borate salts, has been introduced in the United States with
in the last five years. '*' It can be used instead of the removal of large areas of structurally stable
material as the borate salts actually kill existing fungi. Borates have at least five different
applications: pressure treating, spray, brush, injection for removal of a current problem, and in the
form of rods for long term control.'* The application process could occur from the interior face of
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the logs to limit the any possible conspicuous aesthetic changes if inserting rods or using the
injection process. The negative aspect of this product is its introduction of water soluble salts into
the system which could compromise the stone base of the buildings. The introduction of borates,
heavy metal salts, into the stone wall will, in the long run, build up and cause deterioration of the
stone. '^^ If the borate system is chosen over the removal and replacement of possibly contaminated
sound wood, a discrete flashing system should be designed between the stone and wood members to
reduce this threat. The borates, or any rot reducing system, should not only address killing the rot
currently in the wood but also inhibit the introduction of further rot. The borate rods currently
available claim a prevention span of 3 to 10 years. '^* This system is also watershed friendly,
although it should never be directly added to the water, it is safe to be used near the creek. '^'
Insect infestation is also a major concern for the wooden members in these buildings.
Insect flight holes found at Allen's Lane appear to be old, usually an indication of inactive
infestation.'^" However, fresh frass has been found which generally indicates insect activity."' If
the infestation shows any sign of activity, however, advice of a professional exterminator should be
sought. Insects can easily remain hidden while wreaking havoc and virtually desfroying a building.
Professionals will be able to ensure the eradication of the problem and to guarantee their work.
The professional should be alerted to the watershed properties of the Wissahickon Creek so he may
choose a sensitive extermination technique. After the insect infestation has been eliminated, an in-
situ technique, such as borate rods, should be able to inhibit future insect infestation.
'^
The charred section of the rafters evidently presents only surface damage. Burning
changes the molecular makeup of the wood and no repair technique can rectify this. '^ If ftiU
exposure through the roof removal proves the bum to be more than just surface damage, then
replacement must occur. Surface level damage to the wood is, however, not structurally damaging
and no action need be taken.
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Because of the prominent nature of the log members in this structure, sensitive replacement
is crucial. The sections of logs which are to be replaced must be oak logs, treated with a colorless
preservative. The term "colorless preservative" refers to one which will allow the surface of the
logs to weather in the same manner as existing, original, untreated logs. To achieve this result it
may be necessary to use a solution such as the in-situ borate rod rather than an overall treatment to
the log like dipping or pressure treating, which may change the appearance. These new logs are to
be cut to 5" X 8" and hewn to
match the original logs. The
comer joints are to be half
dovetail joints to interconnect
with the original log. When
the new member is to be
spliced into place connecting
.^, ••11 *u • • * Above: Lop Comer. Drawn by Author,
with an original log, the jomt * •'
Below: Log Splicing. Drawn by Author.
should be a half dovetail to
keep the theme of the original
appearance. This joint should
be placed in an inconspicuous
spot, and the craftsmanship
must be superior to prevent
an unsightly seam. All
replaced log members should
be chinked as described later
in the chapter. The junction
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between the logs and the stone chimney should be filled with a flexible caulk to eliminate future
water infiltration.
Because the interior wall board is attached to the logs, the interior fabric should be
evaluated and the deteriorated portion discarded while the repair of the log walls takes place. The
elimination of rotten or insect infested boards will lower the chances of infecting the new material
replaced around it. ''"' The replacement of material on the interior of these buildings is not
necessary to the emergency repairs but the removal of the rotting old material is. The replacement
can be done as part of the general repair phase.
The compromised framing of the shelter structure is also appropriate to repair while the
roof is off. This framing should be replaced in order to regain the original feel of the building.
Without appropriate members this building is left looking thin and inadequate, the accurate
framing pattern has a heavy massing generating a feeling of safety and shelter. After first jacking
the two remaining headers for stability, the
side header and the two posts should be
removed. All the replacement wood should be
treated with a colorless preservative. The side
header should be replaced by a 7" x 8" header.
The member is to be notched in half dovetail
to fit in the existing notches at the bottom of
the front and rear headers and a mortise hole
matching the existing should be added to
receive the post tenon. Two 7" x7" posts
should be placed at the appropriate mortise
holes in both the front and the rear headers.
Heavy Timber Framing ofShelter Comer.
Drawn by Author.
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Tenons should be shaped to fit within the original mortise holes. Rather than placing the base of
the posts on the stone floor, they should be set on top of metal shims to raise them and help prevent
deterioration from rising damp. The wooden brackets should also be replaced. Two vertical
brackets, originally 4" x 5" members, were mortised into the header and the post. This process
will require precise shaping of both tenons on the bracket and mortises in the posts and header.
The furthest points of the mortise in the post should be two feet below the header and, in the
header, should be eighteen inches from the post. Another set of brackets further secured the three
headers. These members were 4" x 6" fixed horizontally between the three headers. The mortise
holes in the front and rear headers akeady exist. The new header and the brackets will have to be
shaped appropriately with mortises and tenons. Although initially difficult to achieve, the mortise
and tenon construction is very secure and should support itself quite well. If the building is
maintained, this construction will not have to be repeated again for many years to come.
The replacement of the ceiling joists does not require specially cut or prepared material.
Because these members are never visible, standard 2" x 6" treated lumber can be utilized. Every
rafter, on the other hand, is exposed at some point. At the guardbox section which has ceilings, the
butt ends of the rafters are exposed on the exterior in the one foot overhang of the roof while the
shelter section has totally exposed rafters. Because of this exposure the rafters must be 2" x 6"
true to the dimension. The true dimensional lumber creates a sturdier, old-fashioned appearance
and had to be a specific intention on the part of the WPA. This true dimensional lumber had to be
specially cut originally as it does today as lumber was cut to the same standard dimensions in 1938
as it is in the present.'^' The lumber can be treated with a colorless preservative but the rafters
must not be made from standard freated lumber which is tinted green. This green tinted wood is
unmistakably a modem product and will aher the perception of the old-fashioned building type.
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The roof is a crucial component to the appearance of the building. The original roofs were
built of 1/2 inch hand split wood shingles with 8 inches exposed. In order to keep indigenous
materials, the use of wood shingles must continue. The difference between hand split and sawn is
not as great as the type and size of material used. Wooden shingles approximately 1/2 inch thick
and laid with 8 inches exposed are the crucial elements. The shingles should be treated with a
colorless preservative in order to inhibit biological growth. These should be laid on 1" x 3" lath.
Tar paper must not be utilized. With the proper laying of the shingles, moisture will not enter the
building even without a moisture barrier. The shingles should be laid with a two inch overhang
beyond the rafter ends. In order to avoid a reoccurrence of the extreme damage at the chimney
flashing, this flashing should be slightly redesigned when replaced. The flashing must be copper,
and extend at least 4" under the roof shingles.
Windows and Doors
The windows and doors of the Aliens Lane Shelter are entirely missing allowing rain and
snow to enter the building freely. Even with a roof repair, these large gaps in the walls would
allow the weather to enter the structure and undermine any efforts put forth on the roof As an
emergency measure the windows should be covered with a polycarbonate or acrylic glazing, such
as Lexan, fitted into the window frames and screwed in place. The use of plastic rather than glass
will reduces loss due to vandalism.
General Repair
The general repairs are mechanisms which will bring the building back into proper
condition. This classification includes measures which if not done will become an emergency, such
as mortar loss, but also repairs which change the environment to reduce decay such as site repairs,
and, includes the aesthetic changes which will bring the building back into its truly intended
condition such as window reconstruction.
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Site Repairs
The site has a considerable effect on hosting the proper environment for decay
mechanisms. The Wissahickon is naturally shady and wet allowing for the expedient growth of
fungi and mildew. As insidious shrubbery grows larger without control, it not only accentuates the
shade but also becomes a physical threat to the building by way of encroaching branches. The
built up debris, such as leaves and dirt, should be removed from the base of the building and
unwanted or overgrown shrubbery should be removed or cut back to allow light to reach the
building. This will not only give the site a cleaner appearance, lessening the likelihood of
vandalism but will also eliminate a host to bio-deterioration mechanisms which thrive in dark,
damp environments.
The river itself is another inherent problem at Allen's Lane site. Since the construction of
the shelter, it has become apparent that this is a flood plain. Over the years, the lower masonry
walls have been exposed by degradation of the grade due to flooding. A decision must be made
whether or not the re-establishment and maintenance of the original grade is going to occur as the
lower grade leaves inadequate pointing in the foundation wall dangerously exposed. Re-grading
the site is certainly the most historically accurate (in reference to this building) solution of
resolving exposure. This would require first a full repointing of the rear and north wall.'^^ The
area will then be backfilled and leveled with top soil and grass. The original evidence shows the
grade at approximately six inches below the front shelter floor. A gradual slope towards the river
occurs until approximately eighteen inches from the rear porch. At this point the grade drops
steeply down to the river. The negative aspect to this re-grading project is the probability that the
river will again flood and wipe away the entire effort. A second solution would be to only point the
lower walls with finished mortar joints, simply allowing this historical inaccuracy for the sake of
practicality. If this solution is chosen, however, the structural stability of this foundation wall
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must be assessed as it is possible that the flooding may have undermined the integrity of the
foundation wall. If this is the case, the only solution is to re-grade due to the expense of
underpinning the wall.
Some slight re-grading will have to be undertaken at this site, in order to divert the water
run off from the hillside above. The water runoff fi-om the ravine walls currently travels directly
around the foundation walls of the building. This moisture causes damage to the masonry wall as
well as eroding the grade level surrounding the building and the path must be diverted.
The Masonry Walls
Two primary issues need repair in the masonry walls: the unfinished mortar joints are
exposed by the change in grade, mentioned previously, and the
weakening of the mortar joints in the entire system. The stone in these
walls is strong and do not need to be cleaned of atmospheric soiling and
biological growth, as of yet.
The first and most important problem with the masonry is that
the lower walls are exposed by degradation of the grade. These joints
were never bed in an appropriate fashion to be exposed to the weather
and have large gaps allowing the passage of water and other
contaminants to enter. All joints clearly not bed in finishing mortar
should be carefully be raked out by hand until a suitable depth for
further re-pointing is reached or when sound mortar is reached (a
minimum of 2 1/2 times the width of the joint). '^ The joints will then
be cleaned of any debris. The joints repointed with the mortar specified
in Appendix C with color and texture matched to the existing. '^* The
mortar should be tamp pointed to within 1 1/12 inches of the face, then
-CabJaLCI.
^m-:
IklCOWSti-T
Appropriate Pointing.
Drawn by Author.
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finish pointed, and raked out approximately 1/2" deep with chisels (not grinders).*'' The finish
strike should be concave in appearance. Because mortar stains stones, care should be taken not to
get mortar on the outer rock face. Taping the surface before or washing it down after pointing are
options to avoid this staining.
Over the years, through the natural aging process, some of the mortar in the upper walls
has become weak and is beginning to be friable. Mortar is both a cushioning agent allowing the
stones to expand and contract without rubbing against one another and structural, holding the units
together. Loss of weakened mortar will eventually prove to compromise the wall. Because the
wall is not entirely degraded, these weak points should be probed for. They must be cleaned out
with chisels until sound mortar is reached and all insect infestation is surely eliminated. The joints
should be re-pointed in the same manner as the foundation walls. All Portland cement repairs
should also be removed during this campaign. Although the original mortar did contain a small
amount of masonry cement, these new repairs are harder and more impermeable than the old. The
strength of Portland cement creates an inflexible joint disallowing the movement of the stones
through expansion and contraction. The movement than has to take place within the stone itself
and begins a deterioration process. Although softer mortars do break down more easily than the
more commonly used Portland cement and will have to be re-pointed more often, they allow the
stones this movement and consequently lengthen the life of the stone. Repointing mortar joints is
by far a simpler solution than replacement of stones.
The rear porch repair is another phase of this process. This work includes removal of the
old, unsympathetic mortar patches and replacement of missing stones and repointing with the
appropriate mortar. The Portland cement repairs on the deck should be removed. Many of the
missing stones from the deck can be found scattered about the site. These stragglers should be
gathered and any previous mortar removed. The stones appropriate spot should be found in the
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floor, and then the stones should be re-set and re-pointed. Any missing stones not found should be
replaced with a stone of a shape, size and type to match the existing floor deck.
Wood
The graffiti on the wooden elements of this building are definitely an extreme problem.
Removal of the graffiti is crucial to the appearance of the building and, in turn, for the respect the
building receives from the visiting public. The graffiti can be lightly sanded off the wooden
surfaces. This light sanding is not an attempt to resolve the damage done by deep carving but
rather a slight change of the surface finish. This procedure should be completed carefiilly, with
light pressure and a very fine grade sandpaper, in order to not leave a roughly textured surface. A
small test patch (1' x 1') should be completed before the project ensues to ensure effectiveness and
minimal surface damage. The carved details will be subdued but not entirely removed.
White stains can be found on the logs, generally around the joints. These stains stem from
unknown origins but because of their consistent proximity to the chinking one can conclude there is
a correlation. Perhaps it is leaching from the chinking or the chinking was painted, and this is a
chalking from that paint. The origin of this stain will not be discovered without further testing,
however, attempts to remove the stain can be tested without such procedures. The same approach
as taken when cleaning the stone should be considered while cleaning wood: the gentlest means
possible are always the best approach and test patches to evaluate each technique should be used
prior to the acceptance of the technique. The first cleaning method attempted should be a light
water bath. If this stain is water soluble this bath would resolve the entire problem. The test patch
should be allowed to dry before the treatment is assessed. If this is unsuccessful, the same sanding
technique used in the graffiti removal should be tested. Due to the unknown cause of these stains
the likelihood of removal is also unknown, and the acceptance of the stains as a part of the wooden
surface may have to be the final solution.
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The cracking seen on the logs is natural to the aging process of wood called checking.'^
The checks add to the old-fashioned appearance of the building and attempts should not be taken to
hide them. Unfortunately, checking provides an area for water infiltration into the logs and they
can not be allowed to remain open. Checks larger than 1/4" should be filled but in a manner that
the checks still read as cracks. This can be achieved by filling with a dark brown or black flexible
caulk recessed 1/2" from the exterior edge in a concave bead. '^' Large checks may be filled with
backer rod behind the caulk to lower the amount of caulk necessary. '^^ This sealing of the checks
will inhibit water penetration but the crack will still read as a naturally aged crack.
Chinking is the substance used to fill between two logs in the log walls. It prevents water
and air penetration into the interstices of the log building. Much of the chinking in this building
has been lost or replaced by a caulk which is now brittle and hard and again needs replacement.
The original system was an oakum interior with a strip of caulking on the exterior to prevent water
penetration. Oakum is a fibrous material, historically made from old hemp ropes which were then
tarred and used to caulk joints in ship building.'^ Jute and manila ropes were used for lesser
quality oakum utilized by plumbers and blacksmiths.'*^ These caulking qualities and its insulating
and pest repelling qualities were exploited and the oakum was used for chinking log structures. '*^
Currently, jute oakum is still used for plumbing purposes and
can be obtained for chinking.'** These buildings should be re-
chinked using the original system, an oakum interior and a
caulking product on the outer edge. This caulking should be a
modem chinking product with a matte white finish. This
product should be impermeable, flexible and possibly
containing a biocide. Care should be taken to ensure this
material does not smear onto the exterior of the log face. The
Positioning ofOakum and
Caulking.
Drawn by Author.
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existing chinking should be removed by use of hand tools. The oakum can be pushed into place in
areas which are not dismantled and laid in areas that are. If the oakum becomes an unreasonable
solution, backer rod can be used as a last resort.'^
The interior finishing has been almost entirely lost at the Allen's Lane structure.
Replacement with the original type of wooden
paneling, flooring and ceiling material would
not only be historically accurate but also the
most durable solution for the buildings. The
floors were only marked "wood" on the plans
but flooring found at the Kitchens Lane and
the Rex Avenue structures is tongue and
groove 1" X 3" flooring. This thin tongue and
groove flooring should be mimicked, as it is
the only evidence of what may have been in
place and is proportionally correct with the
small building and the known interior fabric.
The wall panels should be replaced with 5/8"
tongue and groove pine panels varying
between 6" to 8" in width. If this proves to be
unreasonably expensive, the thickness of the
board can be reduced without detriment to the
appearance of the building. New nailers will
have to be added to the logs and in the
masonry wall. The ceiling was a 5/8" beaded
Ope.iuiiu<:^-
Uppe-ik
^M /S.1UE.K
-;:>'^
-^
Cross Section ofShelter Wall Showing
Interior Fabric.
Drawn by Author.
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board and should be rqilaced in kind, examples of this can be found at Kitchens Lane. All of the
interior fabric should be treated with a preservative. This preservative may darken the color to a
darker brown, but the standard green tinted treated wood must not be used.
The lag bolts in the stone floor indicate the possibility that log benches were placed at three
spots at the sheher, between the timber frame posts, next to the door and on the back porch next to
the chimney. Two of the benches can be confirmed by photographic evidence.'^ The replacement
of these benches would allow for more active use of the building, providing a place for
contemplation and relaxation. The benches were of simple construction, two full logs as bases and
a half-round log for the seat, the top of which is 16" from the floor. Both the Kitchens Lane and
the Rex Avenue structures have examples of these benches to use as models.
Doors and Windows
If the emergency stabilization steps have been taken the windows, shutters and doors of the
building are probably the last measure needed. The windows could be recreated out of a
polycarbonate or acrylic light, such as Lexan, set in a wooden frame with thin applied wooden
muntins to mimic the original six panel casement. Care must be taken to use a glass alternative
which is stable in ultraviolet light. The use of a glass alternative will reduce the breakage of the
lights. Leaving at least one, if not all, of these windows operable would allow for a more pleasant
environment during the summers. Although the frames are original, the interior window trim has
been altered over the years. Trim on each window should be standardized to 1" x 3" boards. The
shutters were simply vertical wooden boards, two or three panels wide, nailed together by two
horizontal boards and attached by old fashioned wrought iron strap hinges. The door, like the
shutters, was made of vertical wooden boards, four panels wide, built of double thickness with
building paper between the thickness'. It, too, was attached by wrought iron strap hinges. Both
this type of door and shutter are easily replicated.
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Maintenance Recommendations
All the effort of repairing these buildings will be for naught if a maintenance program is
not adopted. Buildings, like most things in life, do not last forever without care, but a minimal,
regular maintenance routine could readily prevent these buildings from deteriorating to this point
again. Many aspects of this buildings' deterioration could easily be altered through regular care.
With a regularly maintained site, the moisture in the building will decrease, hence decreasing
deterioration. Regular inspections of the general condition of the building allows for quick repair
of small problems and stopping them from escalating into big problems. As an added benefit,
attention to a building is one of the greatest deterrents of vandalism. With regular maintenance not
only does deterioration decrease through quick attention to problems but vandalism also decreases.
The maintenance of the site is essential in the continued upkeep of these buildings. Most
of the problems associated with the buildings has to do with moisture which is enhanced by the
shady environs of the Wissahickon. Once a year, the removal and cutting back of insidious
shrubbery will not only create an overall clean appearance to the site but also allow relief from
some of the shade currently maintaining the wet surroundings. A regular schedule of removal of
the fallen leaves and debris, twice a year, will also decrease this moisture significantly. This
should include sweeping the shelter floor, as well as, clean up of the surrounding site within a ten
foot radius. This regular attention to the site will also deter would be vandals as they won't see the
site as a neglected spot to "get away with" mischief
The building should be checked bi-annually for fallen debris in the cricket area. Cleaning
of this area regularly will ensure a much longer life span for the roof During this inspection, the
building should also be checked for any other signs of general wear and tear, such as new cracks,
insect damage, roof deterioration, mortar or chinking loss.
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Allowing insects or rot to continue out of control has devastating effects, as one can see
from the current condition of the buildings. If a preservative or insect control system such as
borate rods is chosen, it must become part of an annual routine to check on the rods as the
manufacturer recommends.
If it is decided that biological growth, both mildew and lichen, and atmospheric soiling
have built up to a dangerous level cleaning of the masonry walls may take place. Although regular
cleaning of stone is not recommended, after many years dirt and biological growth can become
hazards to the stones. The mildew adds to the deterioration by attracting moisture and clogging the
porous structure of the stone. The lichen chemically interacts with the stone secreting oxalic acid,
accelerating the decomposition of the stone. '*^ The atmospheric soiling should be cleaned when
even inherently non-damaging soiling builds up, and begins to damage the stone. "" Using the
gentlest means of cleaning possible should always be the rule of thumb when cleaning the
buildings. Each cleaning method should be tested on a small (2' x 2') study area, the effectiveness
evaluated and then, if necessary, the next process tested. Cleaning should always take place from
the bottom up so the release of the soiling agent doesn't run and stain a dry wall. The appropriate
cleaner should be one which is, once again, as gentle as possible, cleaning without damaging the
substrate and without changing the appearance beyond simply removing the outer layer of soiling
or biological growth. Where both biological growth and soiling occur the chosen method may not
remove both the systans in the same process. It may take several applications or even a secondary
process to remove all the residue. The first system attempted should always be water, although
precautions to not saturate the masonry should be taken. The testing should begin with low
pressure washing to remove atmospheric soiling. This is cleaning with a pressure washer or even a
garden hose, beginning at 100 psi. Each test will increase pressure, if necessary, but never
allowing the pressure to rise above 600 psi. with a duration of no longer than 60 seconds at one
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time. '^' Unfortunately water will probably be ineffective on schist and gneiss and this process may
then be supplemented with a non-ionic detergent and perhaps even a soft bristled brush. "^ The
non-ionic detergents must be thoroughly rinsed fi-om the stone as they often leave residues which
actually attract dirt. '^^ The biological growth may be more difficult to remove. If the above
methods are thoroughly exhausted and biological growth persists, the stone shall be sprayed or
washed with a highly diluted calcium hypochlorite (swimming pool bleach) for a short (10 to 30
min.) duration. '^'* Once again, thoroughly rinsing the stones after treatment, taking care not to
saturate them. Cleaning of the masonry should always wait until it is absolutely necessary for the
life of the stone. -
The removal of graffiti is an essential part of maintenance. Although this may seem to be
a repair problem, it should be thought of as a regular routine. Some paints can be removed with
water and detergent if attended to immediately but will leave a permanent ghost if left unattended
for long. Not only is the ease of removal of graffiti enhanced if expunged as soon as possible, but
this also deters reoccurrence. The appropriate cleaner should be one which is, once again, as
gentle as possible, cleaning without damaging the substrate or changing the appearance beyond
simply removing the outer layer of graffiti. It may take several applications to remove all the
residue. The removal of graffiti on masonry walls should begin with the same process as the
cleaning of soiling. Each cleaning method should be tested the effectiveness evaluated and then if
necessary the next process tested. As mentioned above, water will probably be ineffective on these
buildings so non-ionic detergents and a soft bristled brush may supplement the process. ''' The
detergents must be thoroughly rinsed from the stone as they may leave residues which actually
attract dirt. Another, slightly harsher, graffiti removal system is using a poukice with an organic
solvent paint remover. The organic solvents must be handled very carefully, aside from their
extreme toxicity and flammability, the methylene chloride based cleaners can push the stain deeper
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into the stone. The poultice keeps the solvent wet and consequently, working for a longer period of
time. This application also aids in the removal of the remaining toxic substances by keeping them
in a solid form. This must be kept in mind when working very closely to the Wissahickon
watershed. Soft micro-abrasive cleaning is a last resort. This uses the process commonly thought
of as sandblasting but with organic soft abrasives with a Mohs scale of less than 5, such as
pulverized walnut shells and ground com cobs, using an air /water abrasive blaster with a No. 4
nozzle (1/4"). These substances are then air-blasted at the wall, at a psi of no greater than 100, for
a duration of no longer than 60 seconds at a distance of approximately 6". "* Water may be added
to the system to deaden the dust. Only as an extreme last resort may anti-graffiti coatings be used
as these coatings are often more harmfiil to the masonry than helpful. The removal of graffiti fi"om
the wooden elements was discussed earlier in the chapter.
The buildings in the Wissahickon Valley vary in condition but all share similar building
material and environments and hence similar deterioration mechanisms. Having representative
examples of all of these decay issues, the Allen's Lane building is an excellent case study building.
This building is in poor condition but, as seen in this chapter, it is not an unrealistic candidate for
repair. With a new roof the process of deterioration will be slowed radically. After the roof
replacement the building should undergo a series of repairs. The repairs techniques discussed are
common processes, not expensive state-of-the-art-procedures. Once the repair of a building is
complete, regular maintenance schedule should ensue. Aside from scheduled maintenance checks,
routine inspections would add a further understanding of the buildings' conditions and would help
deter a return to the accelerated deterioration. Checking the buildings could become a monthly part
of the Fairmount Park Rangers' responsibilities. This routine attention will restore these buildings
from more than curiosities to working outbuilding for park users to enjoy.
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'* The replication suggestions and the deterioration observations throughout this chapter, unless
otherwise noted, are based on original architectural drawings, original photographs and on-site
investigation of all of the sites. These investigations have been discussed at length in the previous
chapters. If questions should arise during repair, the technicians are encouraged to refer to the original
plans and photographs. These can be found in the Wissahickon Flat Files, WPA Wissahickon Photo Files
and the Wissahickon Photo Files, Fairmount Park Commission Archives, Philadelphia, PA.
'*' John and Nicola Ashurst, Practical Building Conservation: Wood Glass and Resins vol. 5 (England:
Gower Technical Press, 1988), 3.
'^Ibid.
'*^ This system has been in use in other countries, such as Australia, for many years. Lormie Williams,
"Borate Wood-Protection Compounds: A Review of Research and Commercial Use." Associationfor
Preservation Technology Bulletin, 27, no. 4 (1996): 46- 51 and Barry A. Richardson, Wood Preservation
(Lancaster, England: The Construction Press Ltd, 1978), 146.
'**Nisus Corporation, "Impel, Bora-Care, Co-Pel and Jetcta Product Literature" (Rockford, TN: Nisus
Corporation, 1995). Manufacturers of borate products.
'*' Thomas Frey, Jennifer von Reis, Zdravko Barov, "An Evaluation of Biocides for the Control of the Bio-
deterioration of the Artifacts at Hearst Castle" ICOM Committee on Conservation: 10th Triennial
Meeting, Washington DC 22- 27 August 1993, ed. Janet Bridgland (Kansas: Allen Press, 1993), 880.
'** Nisus Corporation "Product Literature".
'*' Nisus Corporation "Product Literature" including the material safety data sheets.
'™Ibid.
'^' Bernard M. Feilden, Conservation ofHistoric Buildings (London: Butterworth Scientific, 1982), 148.
'^^ Richardson, pp. 145-146.
'^^ Joel Snodgrass, Adjunct Professor, University of Pennsylvania, Graduate Program Historic
Preservation. Seminar: Wood, Lecture: Deterioration, 29 October 1996.
'""Ashurst, p. 3.
'^'Charles G. Ramsey, Architectural Graphic Standards: for Architects, Engineers, Decorators, Builders,
Draftsmen (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1932) and Charles M. Gay & Harry Parker, Materials and
Methods in Architectural Construction (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1932).
'^* This procedure will be described under the "Masonry Wall" section of this chapter.
"^ Ian Cramb, The Art ofStonemasonry (Virginia: Betterway Publications, Inc, 1992), 147.
'^' The mortar mix in the appendix was established through laboratory mortar characterization.
'™ Cramb, pp. 147-150.
""R. Bruce Hoadley, Understanding Wood: A Craftsman's Guide to Wood Technology (Newtown CT:
The Taunton Press, 1980), 82-83.
'*' This technique was devised with the help of Chris Palmer, the District Manager ofthe Wissahickon
and John Carr, architectural conservator for the Fairmoimt Park Historic Preservation Trust.
"^ The log home web page suggests the use of backer rod. This is an internet page established to share
information about log homes by professionals from the business and homeowners. Log Homes On-line,
www.loghelp.com.
'" Useful Facts about Oakum & Kindred Products (Jersey City, NJ: George Stratford Oakum Co., 1920).
'""Ibid.
'*' Schroeder Log Home Supply Company Product Literature (Grand Rapids, MN: Schroeder Log Home
Supply Company, 1997).
'^^Ibid.
•"Ibid.
"* Historic Photographs, WPA Wissahickon Photo File, Fairmount Park Commission Archives.
"'Frey, p. 875.
"" John Ashurst, "Cleaning Historic Masonry Buildings" Conservation ofBuilding and Decorative Stone,
ed. John Ashurst and Francis Dimes, vol. 2 (London: Butterworth-Heinemann Ltd, 1990), 125.
'" Frank Matero, Chair, University of Permsylvania, Graduate Program Historic Preservation, Seminar:
Masonry, Lecture: Cleaning, 19 March 1997.
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"^ Anne E. Grimmer, Keeping It Clean (Washington, DC: US Department of Interior, National Park
Service, Preservation Assistance Division, Technical Preservation Services, 1988), 14.
"' Ibid., p. 14.
"'' Matero, Frank, Seminar: Masonry.
''^Grimmer, p. 31.
"* Matero, Frank. "A Diagnostic Study and Treatment Evaluation for Cleaning of Perrys Victory and
International Peace Memorial" Associationfor Preservation Technology Bulletin, 16, no 4 (1984): 39-
51.
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Conclusion
The buildings of the major WPA Wissahickon Project now seem inconsequential to many.
They are considered simply the buildings which sit within the Wissahickon boundaries. Few of us
have memories of the building intention, the controversy, or the construction. The buildings have
been treated as most outbuildings are treated, without much thought. Now, close to sixty years
later, they are showing the years of neglect.
The buildings were the culmination of two major park movements which changed parks
into what we know today. The recreational movement which advocated human comfort in parks.
This was the catalyst for the first substantial push for baseball fields, organized hiking and bridle
paths, comfort stations and substantial shelters. Parks around the country began changing from
valuing only the picturesque natural, open space to recognizing the needs of a human user of the
park. Unfortunately, many park systems could not afford this change until the Great Depression
allowed them this luxury. During this time, with a stroke of American ingenuity, the United States
government created work programs which among many other things, changed the face of the
American park. With the guidance of the National Park Service, the work programs employed
millions ofjobless Americans to work building park facilities. These men constructed a great
number of park shelters, trails, retaining walls and outbuildings to mention just a minor portion of
the work. Currently we, as users of these parks, take for granted the presence of these men's work.
We callously hike by lookout points, benches or even tromp on the trails that were blazed without
ever noticing that these unobtrusive things are not part of nature. Yet these structures are truly
part of the infrastructure of practically every park.
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These buildings are the living reminders of the Wissahickon Valley's association with the
work program generation. As a resolution to the unemployment in the Philadelphia area, the WPA
sponsored a huge work program in the park. The Wissahickon had long been a magical place for
the city dwellers of Philadelphia. The proponents of the recreational movement were attempting to
transform the Valley, but the budget of Fairmount Park and the users' fear of the destruction of
this natural wonderland were fending off this movement. The WPA project addressed recreational
needs of the park sensitively and in a manner that, after an initial controversy, was accepted by the
general constituency. The baseball fields, sled run, golf course and other invasive recreational
areas were placed on the outskirts of the park boundaries. Bridle paths and hiking paths were
constructed and existing ones were modernized, using only natural materials of the area. The one
item left, necessary for human comfort but not generally unobtrusive, were the buildings.
The building project created a major upheaval, and so, to appease the public, they were
dramatically reduced in number. In order to maintain the natural beauty of the Wissahickon the
buildings were designed to blend into the surroundings in a rustic architectural mode. Their scale,
materials, and historical building mode allowed them to look indigenous. The buildings were built
of materials from the area, of stone and log construction, with stones quarried straight out of the
Wissahickon. The building materials and the buildings themselves were scaled to their
environment. Within the ravine, surrounded by trees and the river, the buildings were small, the
logs similar in size to the surrounding trees, and the stones no larger than those found scattered
about. The only building, the Blue Bell Shelter, which uses a slightly larger scale and larger
materials than the rest, is in a recreational area, off the main trail. The logs, on this structure, are
massive timbers and the stones are larger than those in the valley. The building is, however, in
scale to the open clearing in which it sits and does still conform in style. They were built in an old-
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fashioned manner which made them seem to always have been in the valley. The structxires,
although never grand monuments of architecture, are extremely well designed and well built.
The buildings quickly achieved the goal of seeming indigenous. They, like the buildings in
parks throughout the country, have now become a piece of the environment. Both the visitors to
the park and the caretakers seemed to assume that a park shelter is simply a shelter and will always
be a sheher with no care required. They have been assumed to be unimportant by the caretakers
and the only attention has been remedial. This lack of concern has left the buildings in disrepair.
They range from extinct, to ruins, to abandonment. Two of the buildings have received attention
through roles of greater purpose: a picnic shelter in the midst of an actively used community
recreation center and a guardbox converted into a weather station. Both of these have been recently
renovated. The remainder of the buildings have been left almost entirely neglected. This trend,
however, must change. The repairs must be quickly undertaken to keep the buildings alive.
Because of the simple nature of these structures, this will not be an overwhehning task. Once
repaired, a routine maintenance program will allow them to survive without much issue, but this
attention is crucial to saving them. The understanding amongst their caregivers must be
established that these are not just maintenance problems or evenjust an important part of
American history. These buildings are also an asset. Not only do they give a sense of the past to
the park but also a sense of comfort, a connection to the earth. Because of these buildings park
users can sit, contemplate, escape from the rain, have a picnic out of the sun and generally use the
park as the recreational movement intended and as we have become accustomed.
With all the buildings in good repair, the usage possibilities increase even more. With the
tremendous bicycle activity, the Lincoln Drive shelter could revert back to a bicycle concession
stand, selling both parts and permits. The bathrooms, with an established maintenance plan and
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the new, less destructible fixtures could be re-opened. The guardboxes could perhaps be stations
for the rangers or informational centers. These and other alternatives should be explored.
This project should not only be an investigation of the WPA in the Wissahickon but it
should be the impetus for future research. The WPA was a crucial facet in the development of not
only the Wissahickon Valley but also in Fairmount Park. Much more research needs to be
conducted to truly understand the impact these work program projects had on this park.
Most importantly, these buildings must be thought of as not only representing the WPA
and the parks movement which changed the perception of the American park, but as an actively
working element of the park and its constituencies. These buildings not only have great historic
significance for a recent, but important, part of American social and economic history, but they
continue to have a vital utility for the people of the city. Their loss would be deeply regrettable,
even tragic.
HopefiiUy, this identification and analysis of the needs of the Wissahickon structures will
result in their timely repair. The restoration of these outbuildings would not only renew their life
but uplift the spirit of the many who love the charms of the Wissahickon Park.
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Appendix A
Building Inventories
Building inventories were created to gain an overall understanding of the buildings. They
were a major component to the research of the buildings and allowed the investigator to understand
the WPA's building philosophy. Many aspects of the WPA project could be ascertained through
the investigation: conditions, documentary resources, similarities and differences between the
buildings, site positioning, and more. An understanding of the conditions was, of course, the
principal goal. These investigations were brief, and NOT comprehensive condition assessments,
only general overviews of each building. The buildings were not probed but simply observed. The
interior spaces were inaccessible. The inventory forms are listed in this appendix in alphabetical
order.
The following priority list has been established through these inventories. It targets the
least needy buildings to the most. No matter were on the priority listing they are, the roofs should
be addressed on all the buildings but the Rex Avenue Shelter, the Blue Bell Picnic Shelter and the
Bells Mill Road Guardbox. The Aliens Lane Shelter is the highest priority when deterioration is
the only factor investigated but when considering public opinion, the Lincoln Drive Shelter is of
top priority. This structure is viewed not only by visitors to the Wissahickon but by any traveler
on the Lower Wissahickon Drive. It greatly influences the public's perception of the Fairmount
Park Commission's treatment of the Wissahickon.
Priority Listing (in order of stability):
1
.
Bells Mill Guardhouse 7) Rex Avenue Guardhouse
2. Blue Bell Picnic Shelter 8) Thomas Mill Toilet Building (a
3. Kitchens Lane Guardhouse renovation)
4. Kitchens Lane Toilet Building 9) Lincoln Drive Shelter
5. Rex Avenue Toilet Building 10) Allen's Lane Guardhouse
6. Bells Mill Picnic Shelter 11) Bells Mill Toilet Building
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: SH.07.WPA Page 1
Name:
Aliens Lane Shelter
Location:
Aliens Lane Bridge and Forbidden Drive
Type:
Guard Box/ Shelter
Original Plans: Medium: Location:
Description:
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Original WPA 1938 Fairmount Park Archive
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Number: SH.07.WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: E East: B
South: [X] West: S
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Used to be a toilet building at Gorgas Lane but it is no longer there. No physical evidence can be found.
Picnic Area
On Trail E
Trailhead
Intersection w/ Road And Trail [H]
Auto Accessible Road
Comments:
Parking lot also used to be open at Gorgas Lane next to the toilet building. Now both are gone and
neither Gorgas Lane or Aliens Lane are open to cars. Small parking availability can be found at the top
of Aliens Lane. The structure is located on a downslope next to the river. It is in a small clearing. Some
very large Sycamore trees are sited between the structure and the Aliens Lane Bridge. Regradeing
originally established for the building is entirely gone.
Current Use:
Shelter
Sketch of Existing Plan
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Number: SR07.WPA Page 3
|

Aliens Lane Shelter: North Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Aliens Lane Shelter: South Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Aliens Lane Shelter: East Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Aliens Lane Shelter: West Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: GB.Ol.WPA Recorder: KEC Page 1
Name:
Bells Mill Road Guardbox
Location:
Bells Mill Rd and Forbidden Drive
West Side of River,
North Side of Bells Mill Rd
Type:
Entry Building
Original Plans: Medium: Location:
Description:
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Elevation undated Fairmount Park Archive
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Number: GB.Ol.WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: S East: S
South: S West: B
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Near Bells Mill Picnic area which has a picnic shelter and a toilet building.
Picnic Area
On Trail
Intersection W/ Road And Trail 13
Auto Accessible Road M
Trailhead \E1 (at the beginning of Andorra nature area)
Comments:
Across Bells Mill Rd and on the opposite side of the river from the Bells Mill picnic area. At the
trailhead of Forbidden Drive and the begiiming of Andorra Nature area. Wissahickon Drive continues but
the nature area is popularly considered a separate part of the park. Two major parking areas are in this
area.
Current Use:
weather station
Sketch of Existing Plan
Ctie.E.t-vt3LC?.£-

Number: GB.Ol.WPA Page 3

Bells Mill Road Guardbox: North Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Bells Mill Road Guardbox: South Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Bells Mill Road Guardbox: East Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Bells Mill Road Guardbox: West Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: SH.03.WPA Recorder: KEC Page 1
Name:
Bells Mill Picnic Shelter
Location:
Bells Mill Picnic Area
East Side of River, South Side
Bells Mill Rd
Type:
Small Picnic Shelter
Original Plans: Medium: Location:
Description:
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Elevation
Elevation
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Fairmount Park Archive
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Number: SH.03.WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: M East: m
South: m West:
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Toilet building in the same picnic grove. Guard Shelter across river and opposite side of Bells Mill Rd.
Picnic Area S
On Trail m (backtrails)
Trailhead S
Intersection w/ Road And Trail 13
Auto Accessible Road \E\
Comments:
Building near thejiver in the Bells Mill picnic area. Surface spring run directly into the foundation of the
building. It is most often used only as the entrance of the back trails for people parking in the lot across
Bells Mill Road. With some mild grading to divert the spring and possibly some protective trees blocking
the area from the heavy vehicular traffic of the road barrier this area could again be a pleasant picnic area.
No fireplaces in picnic area. Sparsely wooded, two substantial sycamore trees, much wetland.
Current Use:
Picnic Shelter, however the lack of table and benches probably deters much use.
Sketch of Existing Plan
e\'-r
1
GfS£.t.H-i«=ipe.
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Number: SH.03.WPA Page 3

Bells Mill Road Picnic Shelter: North Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Bells Mill Road Picnic Shelter: South Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Bells Mill Road Picnic Shelter: East Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Bells Mill Road Picnic Shelter: West Elevation.
This elevation was not possible to photograph do to shrubbery and proximity to river.
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: WC.Ol.WPA Recorder: KEC Page 1
Name:
Bells Mill Road Toilet
Building
Location:
Bells Mill Picnic Area
East Side of River, South Side
Bells Mill Rd
Type:
Toilet Building
Original Plans: Medium: Location:
Description:
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Elevation
Elevation
Elevation
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Fairmount Park Archive
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Number: WC.Ol.WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: m East:
South: m West: \E\
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Picnic shelter and Guard house
Picnic Area E
On Trail
Trailhead
Intersection w/ Road And Trail
Auto Accessible Road S
Comments:
Building tucked in trees in the Bells Mill picnic area. The picnic area has large areas of springs passing
through making it very wet. It is most often used only as the entrance of the back trails for people parking
in the lot across Bells Mill Road.
With some mild grading to divert the spring and possibly some protective trees blocking the area from the
heavy vehicular traffic of the road barrier this area could again be a pleasant picnic area.
Current Use:
Closed
Sketch of Existing Plan
'CF-.E.E.K-v^IPE.
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Number: WC.Ol.WPA Page 3

!^^-

This elevation was not possible photograph due to shrubbery and proximity to slope.
Bells Mill Road Toilet Building: East Elevation.
Bells Mill Road Toilet Building: West Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory

Number: SH.IO.WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: 13 East: [U
South: E) West: B
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
None
Picnic Area [HI
On Trail
Trailhead
Intersection w/ Road And Trail
Auto Accessible Road
Comments:
In a large, open picnic area w/ a baseball field. Not on Forbidden Drive. The Green trail of the
Wissahickon comes through the picnic area. Field actively used as a community park and as access to the
Wissahickon
Current Use:
Functions as original use. Although the day I visited the bathrooms were locked, apparently they are
unlocked on summer weekends and when a group event is scheduled to take place only.
Sketch of Existing Plan
r

Number: SH.10.WPA

Blue Bell Picnic Shelter: North Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Blue Bell Picnic Shelter: South Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Blue Bell Picnic Shelter: East Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Blue Bell Picnic Shelter: West Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
(iig-«,t«— ..-we»!:tt.'as^fl;-. . - -
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory

Number: SH.08.WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: East:
South: m West: \Ei
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Toilet building
Picnic Area
On Trail \E\
Trailhead
Intersection w/ Road And Trail E
Auto Accessible Road
Comments:
Flush with fence on Forbidden Drive. On a Steep down slope toward river. Toilet building in woods near
by. Parking area next to the bridge across the creek. Access to back trails from parking.
Current Use:
Shelter
Sketch of Existing Plan
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Number: SH.08.WPA Page 3

Kitchens Lane Shelter: North Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Kitchens Lane Shelter: South Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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This elevation was not possible to photograph due to steep slope and shrubbery.
Kitchens Lane Shelter: East Elevation.
Kitchens Lane Shelter: West Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: WC.05.WPA Recorder: KEC Page 1
Name:
Kitchens Lane Toilet
Building
Location:
Kitchens Lane and Forbidden Drive
South Side of Kitchens Lane, East Side of
Forbidden Drive
Type:
Toilet Building
Original Plans: Medium: Location:
Description:
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Elevation
Elevation
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Fairmount Park Archive
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Number: WC.05.WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: 13 East: H Interior:
South: m West: E
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Guard box
Picnic Area
On Trail S
Trailhead
Intersection w/ Road And Trail El
Auto Accessible Road
Comments:
Slightly hidden from Forbidden Drive. On a plateau of steep downslope to river. Heavily wooded area
but most planting appear to be new growth.
Current Use:
Closed
Sketch of Existing Plan
-"
—

Number: WC.05.WPA

"^
Kitchens Lane Toilet Building: North Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Kitchens Lane Toilet Building: South Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Kitchens Lane Toilet Building: East Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Kitchens Lane Toilet Building: West Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: SR12.WPA Recorder: KEC. Page 1
Name:
Lincoln Drive Shelter
Location:
Intersection of Wissahickon Drive and
Lincoln Drive. Accepted Trailhead of
Forbidden Drive
Type:
Entry Building (Shelter,
Toilet & GuardHouse)
Original Plans: Medium: Linen 2 Sheets Location:
Description: 2 @ 27 1/2" x 33 1/2"
Scale used: 1/4", 3/4=r0"
Drawn By: C.S. Traced By: C.S. Designed By: Curtis Seibert Date: January 24, 1939
Approved By: R.J. Vodges, Assistant Engineer Date Approved: September 1, 1939
Approved By: Alan Corson, Chief Engineer Date Approved: September 1, 1939
Plans Included:
Floor Plan
Roof Plan
Foundation Plan
Cross Section Through Storage Room
Longitudinal Section Through Storage, Shelter and Guard Room
Isometric View Framing
Sections Through Mens Room And Womens Room
Framing Detail
Elevations: All
Kneebrace at Guardbox
Section: Fireplace
Chimney Detail
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Lincoln Drive
Bicycle Concession Stand
Bicycle Concession Stand
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
June 25, 1940
June 25, 1940
Fairmount Park Archive
Free Library, Print Dept.
Circulating File
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Number: SH.12.WPA
Documentary Photographs:
North: S East: m
South: E West: B
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Picnic Area
On Trail
Trailhead E
Intersection w/ Road And Trail E
Auto Accessible Road: E
Comments:
At the entrance to the Upper Wissahickon Trail. Parking area on the South side and a bicycle trail to the
Lower Wissahickon. The North side has a trail to Rittenhousetown and the Rittenhousetown parking
area. To the east is Lincoln drive and the West is Forbidden drive. The creek runs on the East side of the
building at the foundation level. A sharp incline up to a heavily wooded area is the Northwestern edge.
Current Use:
Closed
Sketch of Existing Plan
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Number: SR12.WPA Page 3

Above: Lincoln Drive Shelter: North Elevation. Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Below: Lincoln Drive Shelter: South Elevation. Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Lincoln Drive Shelter: East Elevation. Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Lincoln Drive Shelter: West Elevation. Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: SH.04.WPA Recorder: KEC
Name:
Rex Avenue Shelter
Location:
Rex Ave Bridge and Forbidden Drive
South of Rex Ave, West of Forbidden Drive
Type:
Guard Box/ Shelter
Original Plans: Medium: Location:
Description:
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Flood Damage Photo 1955
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Fairmoimt Park Archive
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Number: SH.04.WPA
Documentary Photographs:
North: S East: E Interior:
South: El West: E
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Toilet building on opposite side of the trail.
Picnic Area (El
On Trail E
Trailhead
Intersection w/ Road And Trail M
Auto Accessible Road
Comments:
Flush with the fence on Forbidden Drive. At picnic grove. Clearing has benches and a work out station.
The grove was reseeded for grass, dead trees removed and new planted in the fall of 1 996.
At the intersection of old Rex avenue. Small parking area at the top of Rex Ave. Very moist lot.
Current Use:
Shelter
Sketch of Existing Plan
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Number: SH.04.WPA

Rex Avenue Shelter Prior to Roof Replacement: North Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
Rex Avenue Shelter Prior to Roof Replacement: South Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
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Rex Avenue Shelter Prior to Roof Replacement: East Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
Rex Avenue Shelter Mor to Roof Replacement: West Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
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Above: Rex Ave. Shelter After Roof Replacement: North Elevation. Photograph by Author, Spring 1997
Below: Rex Ave. Shelter After Roof Replacement: South Elevation. Photograph by Author, Spring 1997
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Above: Rex Ave. Shelter After Roof Replacement: East Elevation. Photograph by Author, Spring 1997
Below: Rex Ave. Shelter After Roof Replacement: West Elevation. Photograph by Author, Spring 1997
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Wissabickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: WC.03.WPA Recorder: KEC Page 1
Name:
Rex Avenue Toilet Building
Location:
Rex Ave Bridge and Forbidden Drive
Mouth of Rex Ave, West of Forbidden Drive
Type:
Toilet Building
Original Plans: Medium: Location:
Description:
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Elevation Date Unknown
Date Unknovvn
Date Unkno^v^
Fairmount Park Archive
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Number: WC.03.WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: E East: S
South: H West:
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Guard sheher across the trail in a picnic grove.
Picnic Area
On Trail S
Trailhead
Intersection w/ Road And Trail M
Auto Accessible Road
Comments:
Backed into hillside at the base of the old Rex Ave. South side is very close to the hillside. Very wet area
(originally had stepping stones over a spring leading to it). Planting have become overgrown around it.
Current Use:
Closed
Sketch of Existing Plan
_ l6.'-0
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Number: WC.03.WPA Page 3

Rex Avenue Toilet Building: North Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Rex Avenue Toilet Building: South Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Rex Avenue Toilet Building: East Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Rex Avenue Toilet: West Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
This elevation was not possible to photograph due to its proximity to a slope.
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: WC.02.WPA Page 1
Name:
Thomas Mill Toilet Building
Location:
Thomas Mill Bridge and Forbidden Drive
Type:
Renovated Mill Structure
turned to Toilet Building
Original Plans: Medium: Vellum Location: Fairmount Park Archives
Description: 22 1/2" x 32 1/2"
Prior to WPA
Alan Corson January 24, 1934
Renovating Existing Building into Tool Shed
New Doors in Present opening (south)
New Windows at present openings (north)
Added 4" x 6" plate, new roofand new rafters
Added a brick chimney and a stove.
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Elevation Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Date Unknown
Fairmount Park Archive
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Number: WC.02.WPA
Documentary Photographs:
North: [3 East: m
South: \E\ West: m
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
No
Picnic Area S
On Trail S (backtrails)
Trailhead
Intersection w/ Road And Trail 13
Auto Accessible Road
Comments:
Renovated mill building in a picnic grove across the river from the Forbidden Drive. Convenient by way
of the Thomas Mill bridge. The picnic grove includes 3 fireplaces, presumably WPA era, creating 3
distinct picnic spots. The area is clear of trees except surrounding the building.
Current Use:
Closed
Sketch of Existing Plan
'arout. V-Avi_K-^
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Number: WC.02.WPA Page 3
|

Thomas Mill Toilet Building: North Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Thomas Mill Toilet Building: South Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
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Thomas Mill Toilet Building: East Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
Thomas Mill Toilet Building: West Elevation.
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996.
- m
*!<.;«•
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: WPA Recorder: KEC.
Name:
Megargee Comfort Station
Location:
Former Megargee Mill Complex
Just North of Wises Mill Road
Gone
Type:
Renovated
Toilets Building
Original Plans: Medium: Vellum Location: Fairmount Park Archives
Description: 19"x23"
Floor Plan (2 options)
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
Possibly one at Fairmount Park Date Unknown
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: WPA Recorder: KEC. Page 1
Name:
Walnut Lane Picnic Shelter
Location:
Walnut Lane Golf Course
Gone
Type:
Large Picnic Shelter
Original Plans: Medium: Blueprint Location: Fairmount Park Archives
Description: 19" x 37 1/2"
Scale used: 1/4"= I'O", 3/4"
Drawn By: T.S. Traced By: T.S.
Approved By: R.J. Vodges, Assistant Engineer
Approved By: Alan Corson, Chief Engineer
Date: July 5, 1938
Date Approved: July 1,1938
Date Approved: July 1,1938
Plans Included:
Foundation Floor Plan Gable Section
Window Details Isometric View Shelter Post Detail
Half Shelter elevation/ section (front and rear)
Fireplace section
Window section
Longitudinal Section
Framing Plan
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
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Number: WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: East: hiterior:
South: West:
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Picnic Area
On Trail
Trailhead
Intersection w/ Road And Trail
Auto Accessible Road
Comments:
Off Forbidden Drive, in the wooded area surrounding the Walnut Lane golf course. Ruins ofthe structure
still stand.
Current Use:
N/A
Sketch of Existing Plan
Similar to Blue Bell but not possible to take accurate measurements. Scattered remains of the building lie
in the woods surrounding the ruins.
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Walnut Lane Picnic Shelter: North Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
Walnut Lane Picnic Shelter: South Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
•*»:^
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Walnut Lane Picnic Shelter: East Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
Walnut Lane Picnic Shelter: West Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
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Wissahickon WPA Building Inventory
Number: WPA Recorder: KEC. Page 1
Name:
Walnut Lane Toilet Building
Location:
Walnut Lane Golf Course
Gone
Type:
Toilet Building
Original Plans: Medium: Location:
Description:
Historical Photographs:
Description Date Locations
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Number: WPA Page 2
Documentary Photographs:
North: East: Interior:
South: West:
Site Description:
Other WPA Structures Nearby:
Picnic Area Intersection w/ Road And Trail
On Trail Auto Accessible Road
Trailhead
Comments:
Ruins of the structure still stand in the Walnut Lane Golf Course east of the current clubhouse.
Current Use:
N/A
Sketch of Existing Plan
Not possible to take accurate measurements. Scattered remains of the building lie in the woods
surrounding the ruins.
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Walnut Lane Toilet: North Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
Walnut Lane Toilet: South Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
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Walnut Lane Toilet: East Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
Walnut Lane Toilet: West Elevation
Photograph by Author, Fall 1996
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Appendix B
Graphic Conditions Survey
The conditions survey on the Aliens Lane Shelter was carried out in January of 1997. The
purpose was to clearly record which, and where deterioration mechanisms and inaccurate repairs occurred
on the building. This gives insight into systemic problems and appropriate repair techniques. The
conditions were noted by appearance using the naked eye, and a magnifying glass and by texture, made
clear through probing with an awl. A six foot step ladder was on hand to ease accessibility of out of the
way conditions. No dismantling or laboratory investigation occurred, aside from a mortar
characterization.
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Appendix C
Mortar Characterization
Mortar characterization was conducted in order to provide insight into a repointing mortar
to match the original mortars. Although this match of binder and aggregate is concluded through
scientific investigation, no mortar characterization provides an exact recipe. Field adjustment must
take place to match color. Using the appropriate mortar and pointing technique are crucial in the
rehabilitation of buildings. Inappropriate mortars and pointing will stand out as a patch for the life
of a building. This analysis will aid in a consistent appearance of the masonry wall.
Two mortar samples were taken fi-om the Aliens Lane Shelter and one each from the Rex
Avenue Shelter and the Kitchens Lane Shelter. These samples were investigated microscopically
while intact, to assess the overall characteristics of the mortar. Each sample was then separated
into three segments through an acid digestion examination: acid soluble portion (limes and
cements), fines (clays and cement) and aggregate (sand). First, the acid soluble portion was
removed through the addition of hydrochloric acid. Next the fines and sand was separated by
filtration. The percent weights were calculated. The fines were microscopically investigated for
color and texture. The sand was sieved to calculate the size of the grains and microscopically
examined for color and shape.
The sample is homogeneous in matrix and heterogeneous in color. The acid soluble
portion is found to be between 24% to 34% of the samples. The fines are 3.42% to 4.38% of the
sample. This appears to be mainly clays. The aggregate is between 61% to 71% of the sample.
The particles have some very dark components, such as obvious pieces of slag and schist but also
have a large quantities muscovite mica flakes. This mica combined with the light colored particles
against the dark aggregate gives the mortar a speckled appearance. The particles range from
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angular to rounded with the majority of the particles sub-angular. Throughout the mixture,
particles of what appear to be undispersed chunks of white masonry cement can be seen, this may
indicate the mortar was not mixed thoroughly. Wood was also found in the sample indicating the
aggregate was not cleaned well. Among the four samples, the aggregate sizes are fairly consistent.
Sieving resuhs show approximately 79% of the aggregate to be larger than 300 microns. Because
of this large size and the presence of slag it is unlikely that the aggregate was simply sand from the
Wissahickon Creek. The creeks sand as found next to the Aliens Lane Shelter contained only 26%
of particles over 300 microns and 54% between 300 and 100 microns.
The following recommendations represent an approximate match to the original mortar in
color, texture, strength and hardness but field adjustments should be made for slight color
variations.
1 part federal white masonry cement
1 part hydrated lime
2 parts sand*
1 part Wissahickon river sand, cleaned
*Concrete sand- Fine B, Color: grey
From: Champion Sand & Gravel
Route 26, Martin St. / Rd 2, Box 72B
Carthage, NY 13619
1-315-493-2654
This sand has comparable color, and shape with the original aggregate. The size is, on
average, slightly larger than the original but the addition of the miceous river sand this
should balance the size.
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Appendix D
Archival Resources
for Photographs and Architectural Plans
Building

Other Work Program Buildings
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Appendix E
Original Architectural Plans
The following section contains reduced copies of the original architectural drawings known
to still exist. These are at no scale. The originals are be located at the Faimiount Park Commission
Archives, Philadelphia, PA. As part of this thesis, new vellum copies of these plans have been
made and donated to the Fairmount Park Commission Archives. This will aid in prolonging the life
of these fragile original documents.
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Appendix F
Proposed Cyclical Maintenance Schedule
Site
Inspection schedule: Twice a year
Cut back shrubbery
Clean debris around site and on floor of building.
Roof
Inspection schedule: Twice year
Check for loose, deteriorating or damaged sections.
Reattach or replace as necessary
Clean debris off roof and from cricket flashing.
Masonry
Inspection schedule: Annually
Check for moist areas, loose stones, missing mortar and biological growth.
Re-point joints with the appropriate mortar as necessary.
Clean only if lichen is seen or if soiling becomes so extreme as to be deemed
damaging.
Wooden Members
Inspection schedule: Twice a year; spring and fall.
Check for rot
Note discoloration of wood, hollow sound when tapped and softness when
poked with an awl.
Repair with an in-situ remedial repair.
Check for insect infestation
Note small holes which appear fresh or fresh frass (looks similar to
sawdust)
Alert professional exterminator.
Sealants
Inspection schedule: Once a year.
Check for brittleness, cracks or missing sections.
Remove and replace as required, (or according manufacturers specifications which
should not be more often then every 5 years).
Windows and Doors
Inspection schedule: Once a year.
Check for decay or damage due to vandalism.
Repair as required.
Vandalism
Inspection schedule: Monthly (perhaps by the Fairmount Park Rangers)
Check for graffiti, fire damage, breakage and other general vandalism issues.
Remove graffiti as quickly as possible.
Assess structural damage by fire and replace if necessary.
Repair or replace broken or otherwise damaged material.
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